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Hospital Board Ups Room Rates; State Houie Follows
Accepts '79 Working Budget Senate's ERA Lead
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
It'll cost a little more for a stay in
Murray-Calloway County Hospital in
the future, but hospital officials say the
basic room rate for the facility is below
that charged at surrounding medical
facilities.
Murry-Calloway County Hospital
Board members have adopted a $7-
million hospital budget for the next
fiscal year, and in it are at least half a
dozen room rate hikes.
Despite pleadings for a re-bid
procedure from a former hospital
board chairman, city-county hospital
board members are going ahead with
plans to negotiate a final lease contract
with Begley Drugs. for a pharmacy in
the physicians office building, now
under construction. .
And on construction at the hospital,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Administrator Stuart Poston says the
building pace has quickened on both the
new hospital wing and the physicians
office building.
Duelo take effect in April, room. rate
changes up the present $63 rate for a
private room to $67; semi-private goes
from $57 to461; a private room in the
new wing will be $69 and a semi-
•-) • • • OS 411111•
care room rates go from a present $130
to $155; and coronary care room rates
are increased from $130 to $155.
Poston told hospital board members;
"We're still below any hospital that I
know of in the area."
'We're Still Below Any
Hospital That I Know
Of In The Area.'
Justification for the rate hikes came
from one major area: personnel ad-
ditions to staff the new hospital wing.
4' Poston said hospital officials expect
at least 57 additions to the personnel
staff in fiscal year 1978-79. Wages for
the estimated 57, Poston said could be
$380,422.
According to budget estimates, total
hospital payroll should increase from
$2,762,000 to $3,409,000 next fiscal year,
almost $650,000. According to the
estimated budget, total increased
financial needs in all areas may go to
31,235,553.
According to a recapitulation of the
estimated 1978-79 fiscal year budget,
patient service revenue for the hospital
II .6 I : , ; • • I :
charges go from $100 to $110; intensive
facility should total $227,109; in-
termediate care facility total patient
services revenue should total $182,644;
combined total patient services
revenue is estimated at $7,255,458.
Pharmacy Lease Controversy
A committee set up to bid a lease on a
pharmacy for -the tohysICIatts office
building is going ahead with plans to
contract with Begley Drug Company,
despite a plea from the apparent second
best bidder, John Ed Scott of Murray,
to re-bid the pharmacy lease. Former
mayor Scott once chaired the hospital
board.
Seven bidders gave quotes on the
pharmacy lease earlier this year. The,
hospital board opened and made public
the bids in a January session. When the
board -finally accepted the bids in *
February session, it was revealed in the
meeting that Begley's bid was changed
from January. Scotts' bid was not
changed. Both Begley and Scott were
the two apparent best bidders. Board
officials contend both Begley and Scott
were given the opportunity to modify
their bids, allowing the.original bid to
stand unchanged or to withdraw it
Altogether. Scott contended last night
that his firm wasn't given opportunity
to change.
services revenue for the skilled nursing
said_to_ths_about it
concerning our change, being allowed
•••:44.44.41.4.t.m.•••••
RESCUE SQUAD DONATION—Employees of Roses department store luncheonette in Murray are aiding the
current Calloway County Fire -Rescue Squad drive to buy a new firetruck by donating their tips to the organization.
Above, Roses waitress Mrs. Carmon Butler, left, and Mrs. Billy Tidwell, right, hand their donations to Robert
Trenholm with the squad. A squad spokesman said the organization "is in desperate need of donations to buy the
truck" Any club, organization or person wishing to donate to the rescue squad fund raising effort, can call 753-4112.
Senate Treaty Opponents Say:
The Battle Has Just Begun'
By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer -
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Senate
leaders are .confident the second
Panama Canal treaty ratification fight
will be won more easily than the first.
But opponents say the battle has just
begun.
The Senate's close 68-32 vote ratifying -
the neutrality treaty Thursday - 67
• votes were needed - saved President
Carter from a major political defeat.
Carter had put his prestige as a world'
leader and the political strength of his
presidency on the line. Senate Majority
Leader Robert ByTd said he believes
those were the two biggest factors 'in
assuring approval.
The treaty approved Thursday in the
crowded and hushed Senate chamber
guarantees the neutrality of the canal
after the year 2000;, when the United
States will surrender control of the 64-
year-old waterway, provided the
second treaty wins Senate approval.
Asked if that pact would be ratified,
Byrd said, "We have established good
momentum."
—The- second agi eement, to aLtually
give the canal to Panama in steps over
the next 22 years, will be taken up after
the Senate returns from its 10-day
Easter recess.
- Assistant Democratic Leader Alan
Cranston of California said of his fellow
treaty supporters, "In the long run, we'
will have tilt votes We will need."
But a major 'opponent of the pacts,
Sen. Paul Laxalt, RNev., said, "The
'proponents have fired their best shot."
Reflecting rrp4nton polls showing
broad public opposition to turning over
the canal to Panama, Byrd said that for
himself,- 'Phis- was the most difficult
vote I have cast in the Senate in my 20
years here. The pressure was intense.
This was not popular vote back tame."
All 100 senators were on the floor for
the vote. Among those looking on were
the two principal U.S. negotiators of the
treaty, Sol Linowitz and Ellsworth
Bunker. Standing at the rear of the
chamber were about two dozen House
members who will get their own chance
to vote on the Panama issue later.
The House must approve legislation
providing funds for the canal transfer,
and there are some congressional
leaders who believe Carter may face a
bigger fight there than in the Senate.
The 67th vote providing the needed
two-thirds for ratification was cast
almost accidentally by Sen. Gaylord
Nelson, D-Wis.
Nelson, a longtime treaty supporter.
was passed the first time the Senate
clerk read the list of names because he
was talking to another senator and
failed to hear his name. When the clerk
began the second time through, Nelson
voted "aye."
Before the vote, the Senate adopted a
provision giving the United States th.-
right to use, military force to keep L-a:
canal open.
The revision drew immediatf,
pressions of strong concern from '
government of Panamanian le&i, -
Omar Torrijos.
3 Charged In ArresitiCase
Cairoway County Sheriff's Depart-
me‘nt has arrested three county
residents, chargingNiem with in-
dering the apprehension of anotIer
person.
Actikding to a department
spokesman, arrested are Sandra Sager,
24, Murray, Clay Yocum, Murray, and
Gayle Fowler, also Murray.. Each are
clItrrRed with second degree hindering
apprehension in connection with the
arrest of Larry Fowler, .24, Murray,
Tuesday afternoon at the residence of
Ms. Sager.
Department authorities were . at-
tempting the arrest of Fowler on
charges of failing to appear in cour*i
menacing and terristic threatenink'
when the incident occured.
The department has also chari:ed
three with unlawful transaction
minor. Authorities have charged 2(1-
year-old Sammy Chadwick, 12th Str(
Murray, Steve Meadows, 20, 'Ri‘iera
Courts, Murray, and Tommy Smith
Peggy Ann Drive, Murray, in •
nection with the case.
The department spokesman al5.4
authorities have suspects in connP, '
with a burglary at Calloway Cf. -
High Tuesday Tight. School of 1, -
reported son'it--meney, a caltulator a-1
radio missing after that breakin
to make a change because we did not
have the best bid, we weren't aware of
it.- Scott told board members last
night.
But, Harold Hurt, a member of the
askedl) h armoan(' at 
cleoasmm„iwatteeaccoeLtzd,ed.,Do, "We
4:ant to change-your bid?' I don't know
what that language means to you, but
iitSas,iiinprdeettroopretty to me. I'm sorry youi
Both Scott and Begley were asked to
attend a meeting following the January
bid opening. Scott told board members
last night that he "didn't understand"
the- meeting as an opportunity _ to,
change bids.' In the first. place, I never
dreamed that we would get the chance.
l(d t)n.at t. It th. it's an ethical procedure todo h
Hurt, in an exchange with Scott, said
that contrary to Scott's contention,
Begley was unprepared to alter their
bid in the committee meeting following
the January board meeting. "They
sere not prepared to change their bid
at that time as far as I know. They
didn't even change it at that time. They
said we'll have to go back and take it
back to the board of directors..."
Hospital board Chairman Martha
Broach, Who also sat on the pharmacy
coinnottee, said, "The pharmacy
conunittee did meet (following the
February session) and felt the action of
the board was substantially, accurate,
and decided to leave the action as' it
was." Mrs. Broach said hospital board
members are new t6 bidding pharmacy
leases. "We took it a step at a time and
did the best we could do through com-
mittee and through the board. We feel
our actions have been on the table all
the time.. and we feel that what has
been done has been ethical..."
Scott asked at least three times that
the board re-bid the pharmacy. But, as
it currently stands, the final lease
agreement between Begley and the
hospital board is being draw up, ac-
cording to Poston.
The discussion between Scjtr and
hospital board members about the
bi ding procedure „Oruptly ended
Tirsday night when-a member made a
motion to adj... n.
C truction Progress
Con uction on a physicians office
ing and hospital expansion project
beginning to quicken, Poston told
board members last night.
"Since the weather has gotten a little
nicer, we have gotten a lot of work
done. The tiospital construction is
moving satilfactorily at this point.
They're even doing some painting in
this northwest building..."
"They've gotten the roof on the main
three story tower since the last board
meeting and have completed a lot of
blocking on the basement," Poston
said.
"On' the physicians office building,
there has been some work going on for
the last two weeks. The steel will be
erected and 'all the decking rtlOwrr by
next week. They'll be pouring' some' 
concreteslabs next week. Hopefully
they'll pour the second floor next week
and possibly the roof.. We're still
shooting for July 1," Poston said.
In other hospital board action
Thursday night:
- Board members voted to send an
amended set of by-laws, to Murray City
Council, Calloway County Fiscal Court
an4lid irthaeppruobvlaici.hospital corporation forvi
The nominating committee
recommended that Mrs; Broach serve
as chairman for the board for the next
fiscal year with Harold Hurt to serve as





FRANKFORT, Ky. API - The
immediate battle over 'whether to
rescind Kentucky's ratification of the




But ERA supporters, who found
themselves on the losing side in the
Kentucky Legislature on Thursday,
vow, that the war will continue.
After nearly three hours of im-
passioned debate, the lower chamber
followed the lead of the Senate and
voted 61-28 to make Kentucky the fourth
state to revoke its approval of the
amendment.
House Speaker William Kenton, D-
1,exington, called the vote a
"tragedy. that we have been unable to
say we are one people under the law."
The act of rescinding approval of a
constitutional amendment is of
questionable legality which .may be
decided in the courts.
A restrained calm prevailed over the
House the rest of the day as the
lawmakers went on to approve
legislation that would set tougher
penalties for surface mining without a
permit and to bring the state in line
with the 1977 federal strip mine law.
In addition, an amendment approved
to • a related bill would allow the
Department for Natural Resources
Environmental Protection to '. 'ue
state regulations that y with
perhianent federal reions which
are expected in Au
The amendrri is intended to spare
the Genera mbly the necessity of
reconv g in special session next
ye he vote was 79-13, with several
al "county lawmakers voting no. -
Meantime, the Senate passed bills,
already approved by the House, to
increase the legislators' salaries and
_expenses and to require that the Ten
Commandments be displayed in public
school classrooms.
The. Senate went further than the
House and approved an amendment
that would abolish the state's 12-year-
old law mandatory automobile in-
spection law. The House;which had
voted to make the program voluntary,
must now concur in that amendment.
An amendment to permit collective •
bargaining for public school leachers
was bludgeoned again Thursday in the
House; another amendment to the oth-
erwise unrelated state government
reorganization bill would have
- abolished the 6-month-old Insurance
Regulatory Board -Both were downed
in virtually the same fell swoop.
Juveniles over 14 who commit violent
felonies such as murder or rape could
be tried as adults under a bill approved
by the House. Offenders 16 or older who
are charged with a less serious offense,
for the third time also could be waived
to circuit court-after a hearing.
The measure now goes back to the
Senate for concurrence in an amend-
ment that would allow police to use
deadly force in felony arrests.
...In The Senat_e, ursday
FRANKFO , Ky. ( AP) - Here is a
brief loo t legislative action Thur-
sda n the Kentucky General
mbly:
The Senate:
-Passed a House bill to give
.lawmakers a tMfty pay ant expekse
increase.
-Approved Rep. Claudia Riner's bill
to require the Ten Commandments to
be displayed in public school
classrooms.
-Approved an amendment that I




BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) - Israeli
cdinmandos- swept into Lebanon in
helicopters and boats today, blowing up
a seacoast base of Palestinian
guerrillas and rocketing two carloads
- of refugees, independent observers and
guerrillas said.
The afternoon attack on the guerrilla
camp at Adloun, 22 miles north of the
Israeli border and between Tyre and Si-
don, was carried out under cover of a
missile bombardment from four Israeli
navy gunboats, one observer said. The
elTcopterNorne paratroopers
rtedly foughthand-to-hand with the
guerrillas of George Habash's radical
Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine.
Guerrillas said 10 hours earlier in the
same area, they found the tail of an
Israeli rocket lying near .two wrecked
autos where the bodies of men, women
and children were so mangled it could'
not be determined how many there
were.-Oneonconfirmed report spoke Of
20 dead. The guerrillas said that raid
was carried out „yy seaborne Israeli
commandos.
The Israeli military command in Tel
Aviv refused to comment on the reports
of commando raids.
A PFLP statement in Beirut
kJ.
One Section-- 14•Pages
Murray Woman's Club and Rotary Club committees
have formed to work with the 1978 Kentucky State Charity
Horse Show set this year April 21 and 22. For more details
about the annual show and the committee workers, see
Page 8 in today's issue.
light rain
Partly cloudy with a few pe-
riods of light rain showers or 
snow flurries today. Cool with
highs in the mid 40s. @leer to
partly cloudy and cold tonight
with lows in the upper 20s to low
30s. Sunny and warmer Saturday
with highs in the upper 50s to low
60s.
Winds westerly to north- .
westerly at' less than 10 m.p.h,
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•
acknowledged the Lsraeli landing at its
camp, but claimed guerrilla defenders
beat back the assault, suffering one
dead and two wounded.
Israeli tanks operating behind lethal
air strikes also overran four more
Palestinian villages in southern
Lebanon, observers reported, in ap-
parent continuation of- the Israeli
assault launched Monday against guer-
rilla strongholds along the Israeli-
Lebanese frontier
-.The original assault followed last
Saturday's Palestinian attack north of
Tel Aviv, in which 35 Israelis -were
killed and for which Yasser Arafat's Al
Fatah guerrillas - separate from the
PFLP - claimed responsibility.
About 17 hours after the Israeli
assault oegan, Prime Minister
Menachern Begin -told a news con-
ference in -.Jerusalem that it ,was
completed but that Israeli troops would
remain until Israel had guarantees the..
guerrillas would not refiritri - to-their-
bases -
The United States called on Israel to
withdraw from I kbarion and said it
would support Security Council con-
sideration of a proposal to put a U N.
peacekeeping force in thi' we
Public Hearing
On 12th St. Rezoning
Is Next Week
ft
A public hearing on a rezoning
proposal for 12th Street in Murray is
slated Tuesday, March 21, during a
regular Murray Planning Commission
The agenda for the 7 p.m. session in
-Murray City Hall also calls for a vote on
the Ricknian-Norsworthy rezoning
proposal at 500 South 4th Street from a
residential. R-3 classificatign p a
business,. 1-1-1 classification. '?'`:4,
The 12th Street proposal calls for,
rezoning a stretch of the- street from
(7hestnut to Sycamore to a B4. limited
business classification, •
Another public hearing on fotirraning'->
the street is set March 22.
Ea\
•




Ms. Patricia Diane Clark
attended a Real Estate
Negotiators' Conference 10









ore joining the Corps of
ngineers in September, 1977,
she practiced law in Murray.
She received her Juris
Di:icier' Degree— Vont the
University of -Kentucky
College of Law in May, 1976
and her B. A. Degree from
Murray State Universitje. She
is a member of the American
Bar Association and the
Kentucky Bar Association.
Ms. Clark, the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Armin L. Clark
of Murray, is a resident of
Madison, Tn. She is a member





Cheesy Ponytail Franks are
easy to make and a delight to
eat. Mix two cups of shredded
Cheddar cheese with one
fourth cup, each, of chili sauce
and pickle relish and on
--- !atrial-If-Clark -Slit eight /rariltfraters 
taligth-
Office of • the Chief of
Engineers in the Forrestal
Building, and in the Pentagon,
Washington, D. C.
Ms. Clark is an Atiorney-
Advisor. in the Management
and Disposal Branch, Real
Estate Division, Nashville
eight.h__teaspoar.LefLoreganct
wise, but not all the way
through. Fill_ with cheese
mixture,-place in hotdog buns
and wrap each one in foil. Seal
and twist the ends to resemble
ponytails. Make ahead and
refrigerate, if desired. Heat in










By Abigail Van Buren
19180, Gbic.foo Tribune N News Syria Inc
DEAR ABBY: I am 64 and Norman is 68. We have two
married sons. Everything was fine until about five months
ago when I noticed that Norman was spending a lot of time
in the carport, even when it was'pouring rain!
-+ srarted tcrwarch- hi rn- -from die-window; and* I •sawittrit -
making -hand- signals and waving to the lady across the
street. I noticed, too, that when Norman walked the dog,
he would stand in front of this lady's house and state into
her window. Then she'd come to the window and the handr
signals and waving would start.
The woman is older thaii I am. I notice that this monkey
business between her and Norman goes on only when her
husband is at-work-never on weekends or in the evening.
Let's Stay Well By F..JL Blasingame, M.D
IBooster$hots Of Tritcyluoxoid
during the first year of life
( two doses), one about four
years of age, another when
starting to school at six or
seven years of age, and as
a teen-ager. Of '''-eourse,
tetanus toxoid injections
can be started by a physi-
cian later in any person in
case such immunity has




tions, tetanus toxoid should
be repeated after a minor
injury, such asin a large,
dirty wound from crushing
of tissue or in a deep burn.
In lhese cases, a single
injection of tetanus toxoid
in a previously immunized
person will-promptly boost
the inununityin the victim
and prevent the develop-
tnent of-tetanus or lockjaw.
I should like to reassure
you and suggest that you
I finally couldn't take it anymore, so I called our two sons Such tetanus toxoid in- follow the advice given by
over -and asked them to...„,talk_la. their father about  thisIertiorts are usually given your pediatrician.
outrageous flirting.. They-sAild hint to stay out of.  _
carpgrt and to walk the dog in the other direction, which . r imear oTh T H D I-Ie. •he did for Iwo days. Then he went back to-Iiis old tricks, etas 9
• claiming there was nothing to it.
,Abby, I'm sick about this and am losing weight. What
can I do? I can no longer trust my husband of 44 years:
UPSET AND JEALOUS
DEAR JEALOUS: I think you're making something out
of nothing. What harm is there in aIittle.waving and, a few
hand signals? It's certainly not important enough to worry
about. Please try to see the humor of it, dear. It IS
comical' If two aging flirts get a "thrill" out of waving
at each other, let them have their fun. Laugh about it. And
when Norman realizes that you think it's funny, he'll
probably quit.
What kind of day will
'tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
givilla for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gre
Extra care needed in
financial matters, but do your
own thinking about them.
Advice from others could lead
you off on false trails.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stellar aspects indicate slime
indecisiveness. Counter by
urging yoursarTinto positive
action. Handle each situation as
it arises, evaluate each on its
own merits.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Fine Mercury influences!
Invent, improvise, -build anew
where it will help you to take a
forward step. Your incentive
and ingenuity should be keen.
her she was given
day orientation at the
noffr
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) soo
In dealings with others, be
sure to note their reactions. l'he
right word at the right time
could be a big factor in putting
-over your -ideaa..- _ . —
LEO
(July 2,4 to Aug. 23) 424g
Do not take a position for or
against any issue until sure of
your ground. Analyze glamor- YOU BORN TODAY are
ous-sounding propositions: they intellectually inclined, positive
could be misleading irifieta.ils. in action and highly_ . .
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Routine activities may run
without many hitches, yet there
may be certain interruptions M
new ventures. -Don't be
ilismayed. With careful study,
you can cope.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
— A good day for trying out a . efforts, hypersensitivity,
new idea or method. You have. overindulgence in pleasures.
the ability to tuhi the ordinary Birthdate of: Grover Cleveland,
iuto.ihe interesting, improve the 22nd and 24th -Pres., U.S.A.;
mediocre with a novel twist. Edgar Cayce, psychic; Peter
Use it! Graves, actor. 4
4CORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. =) rkeV
Fine Mars influences! Be an




(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21). 4eirkt;
SAGITTARIUS
Unusual tact-seeded here -
in family, social and business -
circles. Don't "rock the boat"
or stir up dissension - only too
easily done now, if you are not
alert.
(her "Lin Jaw 201 ----
CAPRICORN
Alertness, reading between
the lines, will keep you on the
beam. Be consistent•in all en-
deavors. Some new advantages
indicated. -
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A good day for consultations
with influential persons, ex-
perts in all lines. But only
consult. Sign nothing yet. More
details will have to. be
straightened out.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You will wind up "in the red"
on day's balance sheet if you 'do
not think and function com-
petently right fromthe start By -
directing energies smartly,




things cleverly, have fine
business acumen and, if drawn
to the arts - especially writing
and music - are truly creative
and original. Your resour-
cefulness, competence in
emergencies and pluck in
overcoming obstacles are
outstanding. Traits to curb:






Easter Egg Contest from March IS through March 22.
Bring your decorated Easter Eggs. to...
lho Blackford House
Before 540 p. m. March 22
First. Second and Third prizes mtti be given for the-best —
decorated egg. The eggs—tpdllite.pyt on display in the shop
ond judged by a selected committee at 6:00 a. m. on Wed-
nesday. March 22 and prizes will be awarded at that time -
lit prize - unfinished wood porch roeker (valued at $22.50
2nd prize - unfinished wood swing rocker (valued at $14.50)
3rd prize - unfinished 30" wood bar s'tool ( valued at $10.25)
You MUST Be
Present To Win!  
The decorated eggs will be used (unless you wont then
bock) for o very special Easter Egg hunt for some very special
children
Limit Eggs Per Person
The
Blackford
• , House1011411411111oldwator Road, Murray
•
DEAR ABBY: My mother, who is 70, has struck up an
unusual friendship with a young woman in her early 20s.
The two of them make the bars on weekends, strike u
friendships with the musicians, any sometimes ring t em
home for a jam session until the wee hours. It seems
strange that this young lady has no friends her own age.
My mother tries to look younger by wearing her hair
shoulder length. She even wears false eyelashes and
clothes that are definitely not for a woman her age.
She looks ridiculous. Please put this in your column. It
might do her good to see it.
CONCERNED DAUGHTER
0: Mrs. A. W writes that
she has a vigorous son who
_ has repeatedly injured
himself with minor cuts
arid abrasions: -They have
required visits.to the physi-
cian and a booster shot of
tetanus toxoid on a number
of occasions over a period
of several years.
Lately, she was
surprised to be advised by
her pediatrician that her
son's immunity is such
that he does not need
booster shots for , minor
injuries. She asks for con-
'
Amen:t.When a person has
been given proper itnionm.
izatiOn against tetanus•
lockjaw) by tetanus tox-
oid injections; --they are
highly effective and pro-
duce a long-lasting inlaid-
nity,-generally giving ade-
quate protection against
minor injuries.- - - -
Itali iDinner Is Held
Dr. Keith 1el, president of
the Calloway County Humane
Society, will be the speaker at
the meeting of the Theta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club to be held
Monday, March 20, at 7:30 p.
m. at the club house.
Maxine Scott,- vice-
chairman, and Wilma Beatty,
chairman, urge all members
. 'IS S.11 - . •
department at the club house
were Patric Carroll of Frank-
fort, speech major, and Kathy
Crow, Kennett, Mo., piano
major, both at Murrae State
University. Miss Carroll sang
and played her guitar, .and
Miss Crow played several
'piano solos and accompanied
herself end Miss Carroll for
selections.
White Socks,
0: Mrs. D. G. states that
hero husband insists on
wearing white socks on
'almost every occasion,
contending that they are
healthier for his feet. He
persists in doing so even
though she points out to
him that many of. his
friends enjoy good health
although they wear colored
socks.
- She asks, "Is there any
basis in fact that white
socks are healthier to
wear?"‘
A: While I have no desire
S
o
to appear to take sides in a
difference of °Pinion be-
tween you and your hus-
band., I agree with you that
white socks have no spe-
cial health benefit.
The only exception is
that occasionally a person
is allergic to the dye used
in coloring socks. This dye
can cause an irritation to
the skin, especially if the
feet get wet or sweaty.
Usually, it is preferable to
wash new socks t6 remove
any excess of dye that
might be present on the
yarn before wearing them.
-
ites salist is** sales sidlitu wit-A brarm
tr e ore pleased to
an-rtsitto re - rh a t
Melonie Hutchens,
bride-elect of 'Ricky('
Lowe, has selected her
Pottery and Cnstal
- from 'bur - romptete-
:bridal- ry. -.
Melanie- and Ricky
1\ will be married liar- 21, NM - -j
The Shacase
121 By-Pass MURRAY
4)11 le4P1 lit4P1 VIRIPII NIP; IMP NIP
- DEAR DAUGHTER:- If you mother looks "ridiculous,"
she's the one who will pay the price. For my part, if she's
happy, I fail to see whom she's hurting.
DEAR ABBY: I am only 14, but I learned a lesson I will
never forget.
Wh-en my parent used- ro fell me they "W6rrtee.1" when 1'
didn't come home when I said I would, I thought they were
silly. Well, now that I got a taste. of my own medicine, I
don't think they're so silly anymore.
Last Saturday night my folks went out and said they'd
be home around midnight. Well, it got to be one o'clock in
the morning, then two, then three and they still weren't
home. and I nearly went out of my mind imagining they
were both dead in a ditch somewhere with the car rm top of
them. ,
Finally, at 4 a.m., they came home. They said they ran
into some old friepds and were just sitting around their
apartment talking over old times. They didn't bother to
eall me because they didn't think I'd worry.




Problems? 'Tell them to Abby. For a personal,
unpublished reply, write Abby: Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
tabled. for new members.
Hostesses will be Roberta
Ward:'.10 Burkeen, and Betty
Coleman.
Special guests at the Feb.
20th Italian dinner held by the
with red checked cloths.
-Hostesses were Jean Cloar,
Wilma Beatty, Alexa Starks,
Larue Wilson, and Maxine
Scott. About thirty members
and guests were present.
Lutheran Women Meet With
Luncheon Planned Tuesday
Ladies Of IMmaniiel_
Lutheran Church met in the
church for  AlteFair_pose of
reorganizing the Lutheran
Women's Missionary League
chapter on Feb. 9.
Dolly Lorenz presided is
temporary chairman.
The new organization will be
re-named to more closely
identify the group as a local
unit, although remaining as an
active branch of the LWML.
The group is to vote on a new
name at the meeting on March
21, and ladies are asked to
bring a sack lunch at twelve
noon at the church. All in-
terested ladies are invited.
- Future meetingS will be held
on the third Tuesday of each
month. _
Officers elected to serve
thr4ugh 1979 were Dolly
Lorenz, president, Sarah
Finzer, vice-president, June
Carlson, secretary, and Jan
Kind, treasurer.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers she have not
riscairsd Omit Insans-dislivered
copy of The Murray Lodger &
Times by 5:30 pos. Moodey•
Friday or by 3:30 p. m. Os Suter-
errs sr* urged to call 7531510
between 5:30 p. nu. end 6 p.m.,
Monday-May, or 3:30 p.m.
end 4p. m. Satvrdays, to insets
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
must be placed by 6 p.m. alma





We're Changing & Must




Suits - Reg. $115
NOW $46




Dress Shirts - Reg. Si';
NOW $6




"Fashion, Quality and Reasonable Prices!"
Next Door To Unsversily Book Store
We kit? 1,242 Rod* Choirs
*Nog Just Fot You 111.
24 Hr. Program Info. 753-3314
Starts Tonite
For 4 Big Weeks
An experience in terror and suspense
7:20,9:25
+ 2:30 Sat., Sun.
TUJ 
u Fzv
A FRANK YABLANS MESENTAT ION
A MAN DePAl MA FILM
THE FURY
KIRK DOUGLAS JOHN CASSAVETE5 CAME 5,400G015.'
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MOMS' NIGHT BANQUET—Mrs. Oneida White, pianist and soloist, pictured second right, was featured on the
program at the annual Moms' Night banquet held by the Calloway County High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America on Tuesday, March 14, at 6:30 p.m at the Oilonial House Smorgasbord. Mrs. White played
several piano solos and accompanied herself for several vocal selections including 'You Light Up My life." Jerry
Ainley, right, principal of Calloway High, was honored with being presented with the annual honorary membership
of the FHA chapter. Sharon Walker, secretary, second left, announced the winner, and Tena Eldridge, president,
presented him with gifts. Bill Glisson, third left, was introduced as the Chapter Beau. Joy Kelso, left, second vice-
president, wearing a floppy straw hat adored with the chapter colors presented the members who are working on
their junior and chapter degrees. Karon Walker., tong leader, and Sharon Walker presented gifts to the senior mem-
bers, and Beverly Garland, member, presented gifts to the 1977-78 chapter officers. Daly Rue Nix, assistant principal,
gave the invocation. Other chapter officers are Charlotte Coursey, first vice; Jane Greer, treasurer Dawn Sledd,
parliamentarian; Jackie Miller, historian; Linda McCuiston, reporter; Susan Byars, recreational leader; Pam Sills,
devotional leader. Chapter mothers recognized were Mrs. Aubrey Eldridge, Mrs. Glen Kelso, Mrs. Bert Garland, Mrs.
Clint Greer, and Mrs. Joe Sledd. Bess Kerfick and Lucy Ann Forrest are chapter advisors.
Travelers Post To Hold Ladies Night
' Travelers Protective urges all members and their
• la ion, •
Division, will hold its ladies
night banquet on Thursday,
March 23 at 7:00 p. m. at the
Holiday Inn in Mayfield.
Gerald McClain, president
of the Mayfield Division,
an• sai
reservations should be made
with him by phone in Mayfield
at 247-2652 or with Farrel
Elliott at 247-1205. March 20th
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Golden Age Club will have a
St. Patrick's Day party at the
Ellis Center at 6:30 p.m.
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will have a
dinner meeting at Big Joe's
Barbecue, Highway 121 'North,
at seven p.m. with Fred and
Martha Butterworth and Dock
and Larue Wallace as
wagonmasters. Each person
will order from the menu.
Saturday, March 18
Chili supper will be served
from six to eight p.m. by the
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship at the South
Pleasant Grove Church with
the cost being $1.50 for adults
and $1.00 for children for chili,
pie, and drink.
Siatirday, March 18
Car wash will be held by the
Choirs of the allow ay County
High School at the Standard
Station on Highway 121
Bypass from eight a.m. to five
p.m. Tickets are three dollars
for interior and exterior and
two dollars for exterior only.
Square and round dancing
will be held at-the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Chapter M of the P.E.O. will
have a business meeting and
an anniversary luncheon at
twelve noon at the home of
Mrs. John Quertermous.
Open horse show, sponsored
by Hardin and South Marshall
Riding Clubs, will be held at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center. For
information call Gary Fulton,
437-4408.
Horse and mule pull will
begin at five p.m. in the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. For in-
formation call Ed Maddox,
753-2886.
-Country Music Show will be
held at seven P.m. at the East
Elementary School. Chili will
be served from 5:30 to seven
p.m. prior to the supper by the
East FTC.
Who?
Has All Your Plumbing
Supplies & Needs







District I of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs
will meet at the community
room of the Peoples Bank of
Murray at two p.m. with the
Murray club as hostess.
Sunday, March 19
Virgin Chapter Number 55,
Order of the Eastern Star
invites the public for Palm
Sunday at 3:00 at the Freewill




Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p. m. at the club
house with Dr. Keith Heim as
speaker.
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at the hall over
Wallis Drugs at 7:30 p. m.
Calloway County Humane
Society will meet on the
second floor of the Murray
City Hall at seven p. m. Note
change from Public Library.
Calloway County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet in the
second floor auditorium of the
Special Education Building,
Murray State University, at
7:30 p. m.-
Recovery. Inc., will meet-at
the Health Center, North 7th
and Olive, at seven p. m
Murray Lodge No. 105 Fre,
and Accepted Masons will
meet at the lodge hall at 7:341
p.IP •
Easter Egg Hunt will b.,
held at the Story Hour' at
Douglas Center atihree p. m
FAMILY DINNER
Chicken Broth Dill Dumplim -
Veal Fricassee with Vegetab..
r and Rice
Honey Spice Cake Berel,,,_ ,
DILL DUMPLINGS
The inatza meal called 1.
available at most
markets.
2 large eggs, slightly
beaten
1/ cup matza meal
Salt
2 tablespoon butter or
margarine, tnelted
2 tablespoons cold water
2 tablespoons minced
fresh dill
Stir together all the
gredients, adding 1 tea,i,
salt, until smooth. Cover tiLl
anti fi retell -chill, s 
eral times, until firm enou.
shape — usually 45 to 60
utes. Using a rounded tea,
for each, shape into balk
you do so drop into a 4-,
quart saucepot of sirnril
water (have it several ir
from top of pot) to which
blespoon of salt has '
added. Boil uncovered for a
1 hour; 'balls will rise to
Drain. Makes about 2 dozer .
The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women met Thur-
sday, March 9, at 7:00.p. m. in
the home of Mrs. Glyco Wells.
A brief business session was
held in which delegatpc to
Presbyterial CPW were
elected who were Margery
Crawford and Martha
Franklin, first delegates, and
Dorothy Dean Cochran and
Virginia Jones,- aRernatives.
Plans were made for a
special sunrise Easter service
'Mr-Bm7444-
YOUNG BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Wally Young,
605 South llth Street, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Brian David, weighing seven
pounds nine ounces,
measuring twenty inches,
born on Tuesday, March 7, at






Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota,
national, professional music
fraternity. for women, met at
the home of Mrs. Richard
Farrell on Tuesday evening,
March 14.
The following officers were
elected and installed for the
coming year:
-President - Bonita Sehwab,
.vice-president - Nancy Ryan,
rec. secretary- Judy Henry,
cor. secretary - Dorothy
Mason, treasurer - Beatrice
parrell, editor - Maxine Clark,
chaplin - Irma Collins, and
parliamentarian - Jane
Dyson.
Plans were made for the
annual spring banquet to be
held May 2. Following the
banquet a musicale will be
m bers of the"
fraternity.
The father is golf pro at the
Oaks Country Club. The
mother is on leave as speech
pathologist for the Trigg
County Schools. -
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Young of Tucson,
Arizona, and Mrs. John W.
Davis of Fairfield, Ill. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Earl McKinney of Mt.
Vernon, Ill., and Mrs. Cooper
Davis of Fairfield, Ill. '
SCRUGG,S GIRL -
Julie Rebecca is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Tim
Scruggs, 1100 Doran Road,
Murray, for their baby girl,
weighing seven pounds three
ounces and measuring twenty
inches, born on Wednesday,
Feb. 8, at 5:15 p. m. at the
Western Baptist . Hospital,
Paducah.
..They have another
daughter, Jeanne', age three.
The father is witti the
Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Scruggs of Hazel
and Mr. and Mrs. Hall Mc-
Cuistun of Murray.
The word pup*.lil comes from
papyrus, the giant water reed
from which Egyptians man-
• . r-. wri ing ma eria
at the church at 6:00 a. m.
followed by breakfast. The
men of the church will cook ,
the breakfast which v
st 
_;',1
churchwide. Eas er lili '11
be given for the Sunday
morning services in honor of
loved ones.
Linda Thornton, presided at
the business meeting.
The Bible study was given
by Emma Dean Lawson
whose subject was 'The Joy of
Finding the Stone Rolled
Away."' Her scripture
material was taken -Irani_
Matthew 16.
Margaret Nell Boyd was
leader program on "The
Lord's Prayer". She used a
worship center consisting of
the Bible, a lighted candle a
loaf of bread and praying
hands. She ended the service
with the song, -The Lord's
Prayer."
The closing prayer was by
Virginia Jones.
Those attending were
Margaret Nell Boyd, Dorothy
Dean Cochran, Emma Dean
Lawson, Josephine Robinson,
Linda Thornton, Mildred
Lowe, Mary Eva Lowe,
Christine Sherman, Mr. and
Mrs. Nix Crawford, Mr. and
Mrs. Glyco Wells and the Rev.
and. Mrs.' Dewayne Franklin.
The next meeting will be
held at Margery Crawford's
home on April 13 with Virginia
Jones as program leader.
71evcrdzia
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
B. B. Hook, Jr., of Murray
has been a 'patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. R. B. Stunson of




Keith Curd of Murray has




Otis Erwin ,of Murray has
been dismiised from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Call me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gitts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hea from you soon.




We want to take special care in preparing
each flower order but we need your help to
do so. Please order your Easter flowers now.
A few helpful hints:
.-Give the correct name and address of the person to
whom the order is to be delivered.
Give us the phone number of that person.
...Please order ahead of time. (This gives us an insight as
to the number of extra workers we need. The cut flower
arrangements cannot be made in advance. This enables
pudble curtdngs for your
arrangement).
ORDER EARLY
HELP US, HELP YOU
Gene & Jo 's
Flowers
So 41h — 753-4320




IINappy Birthday To You!!! Nappy Birthday
Grace's
Thom McAn is hiving its
1st Birthday! Come On In
And Celebrate With Us















Basket To Be Given Away!
rRACES'411 1t
Olympic Plaza















Nappy Birthday To Yoe! Nappy
•
• Bill,' designadto create at least-a-dezen
new; long term, regulating agencies.
For example, mentioned in the bill is
the Pothole Extermination Regulatory
Board, which governs the proper ex-
traction of potholes. And there's the ,.
Office of Deadberitigistry, geared to
recognizing the stare& long neglected
other minority. And there is the -
Politicant Licensure Board. . ."
"I doubt if that bill will go far," I.
interrupted. "What are some of the
other bills?"
-
"There is the Vague Language Bill
which once and for all defines the way
Laws should be written. Another is the
Public. Negotiations Bill,, which gives
collective bargaining rights to tax-
payers. Still another is ,a-ntfasure. to
rescind the recission qf the recission of
the recission of ERA. . . just in case."
Finderbentler described.
"And this-bill is bound to spark
cantroversy," he eiplained. "It is the
Kentucky Hpt Air Bill, which is
designed to regulate the amount of hot
air dispensed in- a-single-politieal-year-
"Hold it!" I interrupted. "I'm afraid
of that bill."
-Why?---Yotr-didn't-seetn-
concerned . about the others," Fin-
, derbender said. ,
- e.ca4eitga you start trying to
regulate pol 1 hot air, the next thing
you -know they'll be trying to regulate
coltnnists'h  air. . ."
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LOCAL ISSUES FOR UM
A Ky. Bottle Bill
( EDITOR'S NOTE: Local fisues Forum Is a joint venture o-r the Ken-
tucky Humanities Council which provides partial funding the Murray
State University Department of History, and The Murray Ledger di
Times. Letters to the editor on the topics discussed are 'encouraged and
should be addressed to: The Editor, Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box
32, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Pro
dispensed with* rather easily. A bottle
bill, where adopted, is very popular.
Tough bottle bills currently are in
operation in Oregon and Vermont and
• they have proved to be very-popular ( 90
By Prof. Joseph Rose
Dept. of Political Science
Murray State University
The Kentucky General Assembly,
Monday, March 6, abortitd a chance the
Commonwealth had to exert national
leadership in an area of social,
political, and economic concern. It
defeated Senate Bill 141, a bottle bill.
- bill is a-bill designed to curb -
container pollution by requiring a
deposit on beverage containers. The
trupr Is ta uate'asituatiuñw ere-most .
containers are returned to the stores to
be used again, or to be recycled. Less
than 10 percent of the billions of bottles
produced in this , country are now cost of clean-up between now and the EART1INE
capable of being returned.
Kentucky, as every_other state, has
arrived_at a point in its history where
something surely must be done to_
, combat this most pressing „primary
problem - pollution. A most visible
part of that pollution is container
pollution. Which can be solved- rather
easily with a minimum of citizen effort.
Kentucky needs a bottle bill. Last
year, Kentuckians threw away con-
tainers costing $49,500,000.
Kentucky - needs a bottle bill. Last
year Kentuckians threw away enough
containers as energy to heat 5 percent
of the homes in the state.
Kentucky needs a bottle bill. Every
day last year holidays and Sundays
are not .excluded) Kentuckians threw
away 3,400,000 containers.
Kentucky needs a bottle bill. Last
year Kentuckians lost jobs, increased
their costs and littered their coun-
tryside with throwaway containers.
Kentucky needs a bottle bill. It needs
a sound, tough, workable, and en-
forcbable bottle bill-Arneeds a bottle
bill that would require a redeemable
deposit on beverage containers. No
clepesj.t,, non-redeemable beverage
containers should be banned. For
Kentucky not to have a bottle bill is
ecologically, environmentally and
economically unsound and wasteful.
. The opponents of a bottle bill argue
that a bottle bill will not work, or that a
bottle bill is unpopular, or that a bottle
bill is not needed, or that a bottle bill -
will create another layer in the state
bureaucracy.
These arguments are basically -
propaganda scare tactics that can be
Con.
By Prof. Burton Folsom,
Department of History
Murray State University 4
The moralistic do-gooders of
American society have hatched yet
another scheme to save us from our-
selves-the abolition of throw-away
bottles. Although this proposed ban is
not as drastic as the one on saccharin,
nor as imaginative as seat belts that
buzz, the legal elimination of
nonreturnable bottles would dictate a
choice to American consumers that is
contrary to their wishes.
The evidence is conclusive that
consurkers prefer buying their various -
beverages in cans and nonreturnable
bottles. In 1960, for example, shopper's
purchased only five percent of all their
soft drinks and beer in disposable
containers. Today the number of throw-
aways purchased has skyrocketed to
almost 70 percent.
Why do consumers, when sonfronted
'with cans and bottles, if types,
prefer to buy their drinks in the more
percent plus) with the people.
A 'bottle- bill, when adopted, has
worked. Oregon and Vermont have rid
the countryside of container blight. The
ecologically and environmentally
unsound practice of littering streets
and streams with debris has ceased in
those states. Look at Kentucky!
A bottle bill will not increase the cost
of products soli in container& Costs
may go_up and 'the bottle bill may get
the blame. That could occur. But the
problem is mucAhroaWer than. tM.c-ds-11-7
of the container and a product. It in-
cludes the continued wasteful depletion I i •
of scarce resources, and the increasing
time a bottle bill is adopted.
A' bottle bill is needed. Throw -away
bottles wee not needed, nor demanded
by the public, but we have them. The
fact is, a product is greeted, then a
demand for the product is created, then
the supply comes ,and competing
products are chased off the market.
The -aerosol spray can is a classic
example. This is precisely why the
landscape is littered with 'glass, plastic,
steel, and aluminum.
A bottle bill will not require a new
layer in the state bureaucracy. The
people pay a deposit at thestore, which
returns the deposit when the bottle is
returned. There is no need for an in-
termediate state bureaucracy.
Glass should never re-Place grass.
Aliuninum should never replace trees.
youcAuxiAKe THig Jcioystiv slicm
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Heartline is a service for'- senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems last. IL
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, _Ohio 4.53.81.,__You _Will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed en-
velope. The, most useful replies will be
printed in this cohtinu.,
HEARTLINE: I have been drawing
_my Social Security benefits for ap-
proximatelylliTee years now. I usually
receive my Social Security check on the
3rd of each month but some months I
did not receive my check until the 5th or
6th because of a weekend. Does Social
Security.lame_any_planstainhis
in the future? M.T.
A. Yes. More timely delivery qf
Social Security Checks and SSI checks
will be assured when the usual delivery
date for these checks falls on a weekend
or a legal holiday. When this occurs,
checks will be mailed earlier, even if
this requires the mailing to take place
in the preceding month. Any pver-
-payment that occurs as a direct resu_lt
of the earlier delivery would be waived
and would not be subject to recovery.
HEARTUNE: I have been looking
for a health insurance policy for
myself. The maid thing that I want
covered is hospital benefits if I should
need them. I am not that interested in
getting a policy for medical bills. Is it
possible to get a policy that covers only
hospital colts? T.N.
A. Yes, many health insurance
policies ( including most Medicare
supplements) do pay only hospital
charges. The policy may pay all or a
percentage of your hospital charges
directly to the hospital, or the policy
may pay so many dollars per day to yoo
while you are hospitalized.
For people who have problems un-
derstanding their health- insurance,
Heartline has developed a book to help
them. "Heartline's Guide to Health
Insurance" covers the major questions
you will have concerning the purchase
of health insurance. This book covers
Medicare .supplements, disability in-
come policies, and regular health in-
surance policies. There is also a policy
checklist in this book which will help
you in asking questions to an insurance
agent who calls on you. To order, send
$1.50 "Heartline's Guide to Health
Insurance," P. 0. Box 11934, Chicago,
IL 60611. This book is completely
guaranteed. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE : I am 67 years old and I
draw my Social Security benefits. I am
going to start working part time this
year. How much money will I be able to
earn and still draw my full Social
Security benefit? C.L.'
A, The annual amount of exemptorgamr.ations across the country-have-expeaive throw away containers? Ttbe earnings has been changed by the newresponded to the potential rewards in .answer seems. t6 be that the con- Social Security tax 'bill passed in
_ venience_ of sasily disposable bottles recycling cans. December of 1977.
offsets the increase cost of five to seven- --Aiscr, -The annual-exempt linount (13IW ' 
_Pie year.   ..., whether44.aFrankfort.-It s4400664x_senate.vcalled a committee. And teg-tralizing the use of the drug Trau.it- t towns- which-have Another is the Trile-A-1,a Bill,
been blighted with 'litter have - Today's highlig t in history.
19771 would be increaseddiscovered that children will respond to the committee has breathed life into,On this date in 1776, British troops I a, a drug that cures everything from
evacuated Boston by ship during the any number of dead bills.beneficiaries age 65 and over to $4000 in aching feet to ear ache. . ."a systematic collection of trash for as
1978, $4500 in 1979, $5000 in 1980, $5500 in "From listening to too many.little as one cent per bottle. Revolutionary War. They had been An acquaintance of mine, Dr. Fineus
1981, and $6000 in 1982. After 1982, the under American siege since the Battle politicians," I interrupted again.Stich experiments need to he P7Finderbender, hs been in Frankfort
. $6000 level would be increased -This is serious,' Finderbenderthoroughly tested before we punish a these three months the Generalof Bunker Hill seven months earlier.
majority of consumers for crimes in- On this date: Assembly has assembled, lurking the 'automatically as wage levels rise. The exclaimed.
annual exempt amounts in those years In 1836, the Republic of Texasflicted by a minority of litters, halls and passapeways much the same
The desire to ban throw-away bottles adopted a constitution. as a lobbyist or reporter. 
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Thisscene was laid "atthe-gate-of the-
temple which is called Beautiful" in.
Jerusalem. This gate was a master-
piece of human workmanship.
The Companions -Acts 3:1
This is neither the first nor the last
time that Peter and John were
associated closely. On many occasions
they were together in intimate
fellowship and service. Here we find
them accompanying each other to the
place of prayer. They delightedin the
plivilege of worshipping God in the •
temple.
The-Cripple -Acts 3:2-3,
As Peter and John were about to
enter this expensive gate of such
tremendous beauty, they observed a
helpless cripple being placed within a
few feet of the entrance. Helpless from
his birth, he had become alrofessional
beggar. Understanding the philosophy
of beneveleirce;-the cripple-knevrthat
the most -thoughtful and sympathetic
people Worship regularly in the Lord's
house, so each day he sat near the gate
of the temple and held out his- hand,
beseeching the more fortunate
passersby to co_ntribute to his support.
The Cure -Acts 3:4-7
When the cripple thrust forth his hand
and with the wail of a professional
mendicant asked alms of Peter and
John, they, stopped suddenly and turned
a piercing gaze upon him. As the fire of
Christian love flashed through their
eyes, his interest was awakened and his
hopes were aroused. Speaking for both
of them, in a commanding voice Peter
said, "Look on us." Expecting to
receive something worthwhile, the
cripple responded at once, and his very
look revealed his thoughts. Expecting a
gift, his heart must have sunk within
him at the disappointing words, "Silver
and gold have I none." When Peter
continued, "But such as I have give I
thee," his hopes began to rise again.
Listening with quickened interest, he
heard the Apostle say, "In the name of
Jesus Christ of Nazareth rise up and
walk." Stooping down, Peter grasped
the outstretched hand' of the man and
lifted him to his feet, whereupon he felt
the thrill of power in his feet and ankles.
The Consequences-Acts 3:8-10 - 
Aware that he had been healed, the
man became hilarious. He was so
happy and grateful that he had been the
recipient of sympathy, love, health, and
liberty. In the exuberance of his new
Today In History
strength, and with genuine gratitude
for it, he-entered-the temple and there
praised and worshipped God Who had
wrought this great miracle on him. The
people were struck with amazement at
what had happened to him.
Acts 4:1-4
After informing the curious that
Christ had enabled the apostles to
perform this miracle of healing, Peter
seized the opporttinity to preach the
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
;ferry Pritchett,. age 24; died this
. morning from burns suffered from an
explosion in a shed near a mobile home
of Emmett Thompson near Kenlake
Mri'h 15
age 56, was kilied at the scene and time
of the explosion.
Other deaths reported include John
Thomas Sammons, age 75, Granville
Cook, and George Lewis.
Roy E. Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs. R.
E. Hale of Murray Route Six, has been
promoted to the rank of major in the U.
S. Air Force at Scott Air Force Base,
Illinois.
The duet acting team of Calloway
County High School composed of Gary
Adams and Jane Shoemaker received a
superior'ratingj the Regional Speech-
'Debate Festival held at Murray State
University. Mrs. Buron Jeffrey is coach
for Calloway.
James Frank Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Wilson of Murray, has been
granted a fellowship by the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission for the
third year. •
- - —20—Yea Agors
Winners of the three bonds given
away, at the open house held yesterday
by the Bank of Murray were Mrs.
Robert Boitnott, Mrs. Joe Pat James,
and Mrs. M. G. Richardson. Over two
thousand persons attended the- open
house.
Death reported-includeMrs. Manning
Stewart, age 63, and Mrs. George
Goener, age 74. \
t3enton beat North Marshall for the
championship of the First Region High
School Basketball Tournament here. J.
D. Gemmel got 25 and Paul Dailey, Jr.,
got 17 for Benton. Benton will meet
Daviess County in the state tour-
nament.
Mrs. Mary Louise Baker and Mrs.
Jean Weeks of Murray attended
Friendship Night of Mayfield Chapter
No. 443 Order of the Eastern Star, held
March 14. Mrs. Weeks served as guest
gospel of Christ to the- assembled- criat-trarn.,
multitude. His preaching Christ Howard Hughes, Jet pike :starring
aroused the common people to such an
extent that their leaders were. greatly 
John Wayne and Janet Leigh is showing
perturbed, not only because the 
at the Varsity Theatre.
apostles taught the people, but because
they proclaimed the resurrection from
the' dead. 'They thought that it was
necessary for them to silence such
teaching, so they had the apostles
arrested and imprisoned.
Religious intolerance was
represented by' the priests, and
rationalism was represented by the
Sadducees who boldly denied the
miraculous awl the supernatural. They
hated those who preached the
resurrection of Christ, which doctrine
they repudiated by arguing that it was
contrary to reason and to their
theology. In their attempt to suppress
this new doctrine violent anger was
substituted for logical arguments. It is
impossible for us to imagine the
feelings of the apostles as they spent
their first night behind prison bars as a
compensation for their loyalty to Christ
and His gospel. In spite of the strong
and bitter opposition, many of those
who heard the preaching of the gospel
of the crucified, buried, and risen




The Murray City Council yesterday
passed an ordinance authorizing plans
and specifications 'for two new school
building_in_ Murray. They are an
elementary school near the present
Murray High School and an'auditoritun;
gymnasium near Douglas High School.
Marian Copeland, Betty Yancey, Gus
Robertson, Jr., and John Stanley
Shelton are Murray Traning School
seniors selected by the faculty to be
listed in "Who's Who Among Students
ID American High Schools."
"We expect the Ohio Valley Con-
ference to be the strongest small-
college basketball loop in the nation,"
said Roy Stewart, athletic director at
Murray State College, in answer to
questions concerning the formation of
the league.
Baseball practice 'at Murray State
College opened March 8 with ap-
proicimatelY thirty boys reporting for
workouts. Of this number 15 are let-
termen from last year, according to
Carlisle Cutchin, coach.
By Lowell Atchley
A Hot Air Bill?
cents per contai,ner.
Grocers also prefer nonreturnables
because they save the time used to
make the numerous bottle refunds, the
storage space to house the cumbersome
empties, and the manpower needed
regularly to ship out the cases of heavy
glass.
With popular disposable bottles, the
grocer's energy spent with returnables
is minimal and he can.' pass on the
resulting sa vings to his patrons in lower
prices.
Why then are so, many do-gooders,
egged on by mother hens like Ralph
Nader, squawking about such a popular
Consumer item? The answer is litter.
• The recycling of returnables seems to
prevent littering while the careless are
tempted to discard the popular throw-
awa ysall across the nation's highws-.
The litter problem originates,
tiowever, with those. who litter not with
those who buy nonreturnables.
Therefore, *hat seems to be needed are
more stringent litter penalties or,
possibly, stiffer ' enforcement
existing laws. This approach is more
just because is punishes' the guilty
titterers rather than all purchasers of
cans.
The banning of throw-aways would
-Plastic should never replace flowers.
The adoption of a bottle bill is im-
portant. If we carmot resolutely agree
to begin here to conserve our resources,
to conserve our energy, to conserve the
costs of products, and to begin to create
a better quality of life, we probably
cannot resolutely agree to even begin to
solve larger environmental and
ecological problems until it is too late. 
The adoption of a bottle bill is im-
portant because it symbolizes -;the
awakening awareness to the in-
cremental injustices fostered for years
upon consumers., in the name of
economy (low prices). In; reality, the
throw away container is a major
problem, a major pollutant, causing
expensive environmental clean up.
A bottle bill is a demonstration of
man's dependence upon nature and the
mutual survival of both.
also be an injury to other innocent
parties. For example, to force the
container industry to immediately
convert to producing only returnable
bottles woold ential dislocation and
initial expenses that would im-
mediately raise the cost of beverage to
consumers.
Futhermore, thousands of workers
employed in the canning industry would
become jobless- not because their
product is unmarketable to American
consumers but because their product is
unwanted by society's do-gooders.
Stiffer penalties for titterers is only
part of the solution. In the state of
Washington the container industry
voluntarily paid almost $25,000 in 1971
to help support more stringent litter
laws. Some of this money has been used
to buy more trash baskets and -to
finance more frequent pick-ups of
litter:
The National Center for Resource
Recovery indicates that recycling
plants are. experimenting . with in-
centives for-the collecting of doretur-
hables. Aluminum contaitters„..Jor
evimple can be resold for about fifteen
cents a pound and individuals and civic
may often moralists pretend to be in-
tellectuals who view nonreturnables as
a wasteful, undersirable 'consumption
of resources. These so-called in-
tellectuals want to change our values.
As -watchful consumers we must
strive to protect the open marketplace
and reject arbitrary dictations of
consumers lasts. We must applaud our
Kentucky legislators for joining the
legislators in eight other states who
have rejected proposed' bottle bills.
Isn't It The Truth
The generals ,and the colonels are
gaining ground in the military's
struggle to have more control over
Industry on design and 'expenditure for
the arms of war. Now would be a good
-time for Mr. Carter to be limn again in
the military sense and shout - "About
face!"
•
determined under present law, - that
is, they would be increased
automatically as wage levels rise. ( The
exempt amount would be $3,240 in 1118
and is expected to be $3480 in 1979, $3720
in '98013960 in 1981, and $4200 in 1982).
In addition to this, a Social Security
beneficiary can earn any amount they
wish at the age of 70, lowered from the
age of 72. This provision becomes ef-
fective, for taxable years ending after
1981.
Bible Thought
"We have such .an high priest,. who
is.set on the right hand of the throne
of the Majesty in the heavens." He-
brews 8:1
When God's people may,despair of
an effective prayer life, they should'
always remember that Jesus is OW
--high priest, interceding in our behalf
'.0.1,--io.."(04•6**-cvwer~sare•
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, March 17, the 76th
day 01 1978. There are 2.89gdays left in
In 1926, Brazil and Spain blocked
Germany's admission to the League of
Nations.
In 1938, during the Spanish Civil War,
the Loyalist-held city of Barcelona was
bombed.
In 1966, a U.S. midget submarine
located a hydrogen bomb which had
fallen from an American bomber into
the Mediterranean off Spain.
In 1970, charges were made against
22 American army officers and enlisted
men in connection with the killing-Dr--
civilians at My Lai in South Vietnam.
In 1972, the Nixon administration
announced' a gradual withdrawal of a
--substantial number-4-U4. Air Force
planes from Taiwan over the next two
years.
Ten years ago: The United States and
six other nations agreed to halt sup-
plying gold t6 private buyers, thias
establising a two-price system- for the
metal . -
__A new.movieout examines _true case
histories of people dying, then retur-
ning to life again, an ordeal that few
have survived and lived to tell about.
People who have "died," whether in
falls, eitownings, or during an Internal
Revenue Service audit, and return to
life, report seeing their lives flash by in
a few seconds. They talk of an after life
where everything is, pleasant, where
$150 electric bills are out of the
question.'
A similar phenomenon exists in
He telephoned the .other day with
some unusual information.
"I have My sunglasses and tren-
chcoat on and I'm calling from a
telephone booth because I didn't want
anyone around the House or Senate to
overhear what I'm about to tell you,"
Finderbender said.
"This is highly privileged in-
formation. Pledge not to reveal it to
anyone," he ,said.
"I do. But what in the world is on your
I asked 
"I've discovered a whole batch of
bills in an obscure committee, that if
brought out are bound to send shock
_ • waves througtiont-the-state- We may
even need a special interim- session to 
'resolve them." ,
- "For heaven sakes... what iii-e'they?.- --,
And what could be 95 earth shattering
about then?" I asked.
"I'm compiling a list, ,but here is one




























































Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
If you are amolig the Many people Niro have
recently bought qr received electronic video games to train the crews for it. The
for use. with home TV sets, or if you're planning to unit to be displayed for the
buy one of these games, you may be interested in a open house is one of those
recent report prepared for the Federal Trade Corn- simulator
s. •
mission (FTC) by the National- Bureau of Stand- 
Another is a ground sur-
aftifila(NBS) Which concluded that "reasonable use" 
veillance radar unit capable,
of video games should not da 'TV sets, but cau-
through electrical impulses, of
picking up movingimages up
tioned that most video gam n in time produce to 300 meters. It was used at
permanent patterns on TV scr Vietnam mostly at night in the
However, the report also terns. Low brightness games jungles to pinpoint enemy
said that these permanent took longer .to leave notice- troops, fire bases and
images will be less visible able imprintation. positions.
when sets- tire turned on, and • Video games with low A new attraction added Ito
that black and white sets are brightness signals, constantly
more susceptible to this im- changing brightness, or auto-
this year's program is a
printing than color sets. matic shutAdY features_ sig-
display of the -many different
These conclusions were based nificantly reduce imprinting 
types of uniforms worn by
on recent tests conducted by problems. Army personnel — corn-
NBS. To avoid TV imprint missioned and • enlisted
Few consumers have ' problems with electronic uniforms, combat uniforms,
complained of imprint prob- video games FTC advises jungle gear and artic clothing.
ferns Ivith video games - consumers. to; _ .
and most reports come from • Avoid games and pro-
A number of Murrayans and
desdera who_use_video games .gram eVtridges that have SEALER — A Newfoundland sealer pauses 
Calloway Countians . are:
mcontinuously in Showroo licit- brig it - level& 
last fall with their precision members of the 100th Infanf.0- vest of baby seal furs on the ice north of St. Anthony. "
drops into -StWvart Stidium, ltiserve —Irma-zit— Division,pare models in stores by ad- (AP laserphoto) will be jumping from
Parachute Team
sets, the report said. "Where
imprinting occurs," FTC
said, "stationary details of
a game's image (field outline,
net, score, etc.) remain on
the screen."
The extent of imprinting
depends on a number of 'faC- ably is generating high
tors, according To—FTC, ht ightilc.5 levels.
eluding (1) brightness of The
game's image when in use,
(2) the type of TV --(black
and white Or color) and (3)
how long the game is in uie.
Results of the NBS test-
ing showed that:
• Some video games
with high brightness settings
caused imprintation of black
and white sets after 100-200
hours of usage.
• Video -games used on
color sets did not create sig-
nificant problems. High
brightness games used on
color sets -needed-more than
350 of leavehours use to pat-
justing the brightness con-
trols on the sets being used
for display. If the game's
image remains bright when
the - brightness control is
turned down, the game prob-
a took- for games with
constantly changing bright-
ness levels when the game is
left on but not being played.
• Adjust your
_Legislation to establishset's con- - - -
trots for a normal TV pic- tougher penalties 
for surface
ture and then switch on the mining without a permit and
game. Game pictures will to bring the state in line with
then have low brightness the 1977 federal strip mine law
whites or light colors and has won approval from the
gray rather than black tones. Kentucky House.
' • Be aware that the im-
print effect appears more The
 two bills now go back to
readily, on black and white the Senate for concurrence 
in
sets than on color sets.
House Approves Tougher
• Shut the game off
when not in use. _
Strip Mine Measures
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
House amendments.
The House approved an
amendment Thursday to
Senate Bill 273 to allow the
ERA Advocates May Sue
After Senate Votes
r'RANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Women's rights advocates are
expected to file suit in federal
court to challenge the Ken-
tucky Legislature's with-
drawal of its 1972 ratification
of the Equal Rights Amend-
- ment.
Members of the Kentucky
House debated the issue
vigorously for three hours
Thursday, before galleries
packed with women and then
voted 61-28 to rescind the
state's approval of ERA.
Thirty-five states, three less
_than needed for ratification,
have approved ERA. Ken-
tucky became the fourth state
to rescind its ratification vote
— a step of questionable
legality which may have to be
resolved in court.
The issue has generated
controversy throughout the
legislative session. Last
month, opponents of ERA
distributed obscene material
the,House in an attempt to
discredit the amendment's
supporters..
House Speaker Prop Tern
Lloyd Clapp, D-Wingo, who
presided over the House
  through most of the debate,
repeatedly warned specthfora
to stop applauding and
threatened to clear the
galleries.
The resolution to rescind
ERA bad been stalled in a
Senate committee since
January, but mowed rapidly
and unexpectedly to the
Senate floor Monday when it
was attached as a Senate
amendment to a House
measure involving military
retirement credits.
That allowed the question to
go directly to the House floor;
on the coattails of the House
resolution, for concurrence
with the Senate amendment.
Opponents of rescission
attempted to block Thursday's
vote by various parliamentary
maneuvers, but were con-




the vote a "tragedy ... that we
have been unable to say we
are one people under the law.
"It appears to me an
exercise in futility," Kenton
said, referring to the legal
cloud surrounding the
rescission vote.
Two ERA supporters, Rep.
Bob Benson, 1)-Louisville, and
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
said a suit would be filed in
federal court challenging the
legislative action.
Benson said the suit
probably would seek an in-
junction prohibiting the
rescission message from
being sent to Congress. The
suit also would seek to nullify





of the legislative proceedings.
Clarke said later that he felt
they had madea solid-record
for the court to examine.
Sen. Richard Weisenberger,
D-Mayfield, the leader of the
campaign to rescind . ERA,
said he had nearly given up
hope that the measure would
pass. He said he had expected-
ERA supporters to find some
technicality with which to
block the rescission measure
in the House.
'Information Night'
Set At Murray State
A "College Information
Night" for adults who have an
interest in learning more
about higher education has
been scheduled in the Murray
Adult Learning Center at
Murray State University on
Tuesday evening, March 28.
Chuck Guthrie, center
director, said the session from
7 to 9 p.m. m Room 206 of Roy
Stewart Stadium is designed
to provide adults with in-
formation about college en-
trance requirements,
available financial assistance,
and other services at Murray
State.
Representatives will be on
hand to provide information
and to answer questions about
services pertaining to their
particular areas — student










There are those who prefer the new proposed post of-
fice be located in the downtown area.
1. Where the four largest mailers are located (other than
the university which has its own post office).
2. In the same area as the court house and city hall.
3. To keep the downtown area alive. If for any reason you
prefer that the new proposed post office be located down-
town then please sign and return the postage-paid card in-
cluded in carrier-delivered copies of today's newspaper.





West Kentuckians again will
have an opportunity to inspect
first-hand some of Die armed
forces' most sophisticated
combat and corn bat-
equipment in use today.,
On display Saturday, March
25, from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. on
the parking lot of Murray
State University's Stewart
Stadium will be helicopters,
combat vehicles, weapons and
supportive equipment as part
of the university's ,Reserve
Officers Training Corps
(ROTC third annual Open
House.
A highlight of the day will be
the return to the campus of the
101st Sport Parachute Team
from Fort Campbell. The
parachutists, who thrilled
bar, . Mar,ray"s Homecoming crowd
Department for Natural
Resources and Enyironmental4
Protection to issue reguritiOnr
to bring Kentucky! into
compliance with permanent
federal regulations, to be
released in August.
The amendment is intended
to spare the General
Assembly the necessity of
having to reconvene in special
session next year to make
state laws conform with
permanent regulatiod
Basically, the bill which
now goes to the Senate for
concurrence, incorporates
mining and reclamation
standards of the federal law.




The House defeated se. veral
helicopters circling above
throughout the day.
Another new attraction this
year will be a demonstration
by the 101st rapelling team,
also from Frt Campbell. 
Major Bbaigno Gonzales; an
assistant professor of military
science at the university, is
..the project officer and has
cocirdinated the movement of
the equipment to Murray from
army bases, the Kentucky and
Tennessee - National Guards
and from the 100th Infantry
Reserve Training DiViSiOR,
which has. its headquarters in
Frankfort.
Among the displays will be
one of the Army's massive
CH-47 Chinndok helicopters,
the type of aircraft used ex-
tensively in Vietnam in
transporting large numbers of
troops and heavy equipment.
Coming from Fort Knox, it
carries a crew of four and is
capable of lifting and • tran-
sporting 33 combat-ready
men, or a I05-mm Howitzer
along with 90 rounds of am-
. munition and. the gun's six-
other amendments to the bill, man crew.
including one sponsiired by . 'Also  on display -will be a 155-
Rep. Herbert Deskins, D- mm cannon, tanks, personnel
Pikeville, that would have Carriers, jeep-mounted
allowed coal operators to machine guns and two smaller
obtain a permit for the life of U111-D 1 Huey , helicopters,
the mining operation  so  long._ used generally for medical
as they remained in ciiiii-- evacuation and utility
pliance with state and federal. missions. It • can carry six
regblations. Under the bill combat-ready men and is
adopted by the House, permits flown by a three-man crew.
are limited to two years. Other weapons to be
Another unsuccessful displayed include a 4.2-inch
Deskins amendment would mortar, which- has an ac-
have restricted the stripping curacy range up to 8,000
of coal under broad form meters, and a Redeye missile
deeds. Such deeds are con- trainer. The Redeye missile,
tracts between surface land according to Major Gonzales,
owners and mineral buyer's .is a classified weapon, and
that give mineral owners the training simulators are used
right to mine coal in almost .
any manner ttiey choose.
The amendment would have
required mineral owners
wishing to strip mine land
they do not own -to have a
contract that specifically
permits that kind of mining.
Many broad form deeds were
signed around the turn of the
century when strip mining
was relatively rare.
The House defeated an
amendment by Rep. Hoover
Dawahare, D-Whitesburg.
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50 percent of federal-- - -
severance tax revenues
received by the state into the
Coal Producing Counties
Development Fund. The
federal severance tax was
established in the new strip
The House killed t h.
aniendments after warning-- that they could jeopardii,
Kentucky's ability to k•onipi.
With the federal law and migf
result in-the loss of authorl .‘
to enforce its own laws.
-House Majority Lea,i,
Bobby Richdedatn. '
Glasgow, said the -11 - -
should not risk having Hi,
declared unconstitutional
The House voted 63-
approve Senate Bill 281, '•A
would set up the state 131;
,of Surface Mining
Reclamation Enforct.'
and would set stiff
• penalties for strip ri
without a permit.
The bill was amended
House committee to rent•-
controi&SUI-ction
would have madeirillt.,..
_litty___coar from an opt
without first seeing
operator's permit. It gl-
the Senate.
---The Duteh--
Ludolpti van Ceulen is (-`
known for his compatatm—
the value of pi, which ht
ried to 35 decimal places
value was inscribed .or
tombstope. •
which also will have an ex-
tensive display at the stadium.
The public is invited to visit
the display and inspect the
equipment during the period
of the. Open House.
30 DAY P*ECIPfTATIOH °unix*
30- DAY TRAWIRATLINI OIMOOR
Simms: NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
THE WEATHER OUTLOOK—This is die-way_the nation's
weather looks for the next 39 days in terms of
precipitation and temperatures, according to the
National Weather Service. (AP LAserphoto)
We'll save your advertising dollars
Are you still jousting with medieval selling methods?
You can add more weight to your sales campaign
and save advertising dollars by advertising with us!
One ad will cost less and reach more people than any
other medium! Just think what-a regular ad campaign
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\ CORN-AUSTIN Has \ Regular, Slim and Husky Sizes, so they can fit your children!\ \\
' CORN-AUSTIN CO. ',,4
753-2474Court Square, Murray
..0000.0.00--,-...c.,..e..cr..0..-....-....-.0.-..c.c..z.c.-...s..-_---„,.......-.,,,-..c.„-„,,,,....,,...... ...,.,,_ .
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Pistons Win, Still In
Fight For Playoff Spot
By The Associate-d Press
Bob Kauffman is finding out
how the other half lives. and
Russell and Carr helped the
Cavaliers move from a seven-
point lead at the end of three
"It's hard to keep
everybody happy and utilize
everybody when yOu're in this
position," says the Detroit
Piston roach.
Kauffman, of course, was
general manager of the
National Basketball
,AssoCiation team until
switching stii-lna vew job
earlier this season.
And not only has he found it
harder balancing the per-
sonnel than the budget, he
doesn't enjoy sweating out
close games — like Thursday
night's 106-98 triumph over the
Houston Rockets.
They way we've been
playing, nothing is
automatic," said Kauffman,
whose Pistons took only their
second victory in their last six
games.
"Just the Same,- We're glad-
. • au. •
,Rnh I anier, Eric Money and
John Shumate combined for 67
points and the Pistons scored
the last eight points- of the
game ta beat the Rockets and
keep their hopes alive for the
__NBAplayoffs. 
In other NBA action, the
Golden State Warriors
trimmed the Atlanta Hawks
104-98: the --Cleveftrid
Cavaliers turned back the
Boston -Celtics 112-102; the
Chicago Bulls -whipped the
% Washington Bullets 111-107
and the Seattle SuperSonics
defeated the New Orleans
Jazz 123-98. r
Warriors„104, Hawks 98
Sonny Parker and Phil
Smith combined for six free
throws in the fihal 76 seconds
to iace Golden State over
Atlanta the Warriors' fifth
triumph in their last six
games.
Cavaliers 112, Celtics 102
Campy Russell and Austin
Carr scored 21 points each to
pace Cleveland over Boston.
- The pair sparked the
Cavaliers to a 31-24 lead after
the first quarter, then- helped
them blow open the game in
the fourth quarter.
through the last period. Their
biggest lead was 14 points on a
basket by Terry FurIow that
made it 112-98 with 28 seconds
left.
- Bulls Ill, Bullets 107
John Mengelt came off the
bench to score a season-high
27 points and Mickey Johnson
added 23 as Chicago snapped a -
four-game losing streak by
defeating Washington. The
Bulls had trailed until early in
the third quarter.
Rookie Mark Landsberger
picked up six _ assists and
grabbed a game-high 21
rebounds to help the Chicago
cause. Bob Dandridge led the
Bullets with. 23 points. Kevin
Grevey added 20 points,
before leaving with a twisted
ankle early in the fourth
quarter.
SuperSonics 123, Jazz 98
Dennis Johnson  -and-Johnisvilte_
Johnson combined for 23
points in a decisive third
period to lead Seattle .past
New Orleans. The Sonics led
54-47 at the half and pulled
away steadily in the game.
breaking third rinartpr; iiD
proving their lead to as much





final hide and moved into a
sevenway tie for the lead with
a 2-under-par 70 in the first





seeded Brian Gottfried and
three other ranked players
won easily to move into the
quarter-finals of the $12.5,000
Washington stop on the men's
professional tennis tour.
Gottfried defeated Phil Dent
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'FREE PORTRAIT OF 'GRANDPARENTS
cort
Laurel County-Paris To Meet
In Rematch Of 1977 Finalists
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer,
RICHMOND, Ky. AP) —
The girls' state high school
basketball quarterfinals
tonight feature a rematch of
the 1977 title contest wjth
defending champion Laurel
County knocking heads with
Paris.
The Cardinals cleared the





Paris' Lady Hounds fell
behind 24-16 to Sheldon Clark
in the second quarter, but
steadily pulled away after
grabbing a 33-31 halftime lead.
In other games Thursday, _
Covington Notre Dame
defeated Cawood 57-51, and
Louisville Assumption edged
Lexington Lafafette10-58.
In today's first session,
Barren County meets




Dame battles Assumption in
the nightcap.
Laurel County rolled to its
26th victory against three
defeats by building a wall
around Butler's 6-foot-2 center
Janet McNew.
"All our defenses were
designed tu stop McNew,"
Cardinal Coach  _Ray 
Bowling, "and we switched six
times. Our defense was good,
especially in the second half."
McNew scored 14 points, but
the Cardinals' balanced at-
tack took its toll. Bonnie
Sizemore and Sharon Garland
each had 14 points for Laurel
County, while Lisa Collins and
Melanie Cochran scored 12
apiece. - -
Paris got 30 points from
Dill To Join Greene,
Newton May Come Later
STARKVILLE, MissflAPt — Ron Greene probably will
never have another day like Thursday when, in the space of a
few hours, he was named Southeastern Conference Coach of
the Year, received a $7,500 pay raise and landed a tob at
another university.
Greene received The Associated Press coaching title and
the raise after guiding the Mississippi State Bulldogs to a
second-place finish in the Southeastern Conference in his
first — and last — year at the school.
He announced Thursday morning that he was leaving to
coach his alma mater, Murray State in Kentucky. The
announcement came about an hour after the Mississippi
College Board voted Greene the raise in his $26,500 annual
salary despite the likelihood-he would leave. - --
"I am quite excited and appreciative of the honor bestowed
on me by The Associated Press," Greene said prior to his
resignation. "It is something - I will certainly cherish for a
lifetime."
Greene said his assistant coaches and players made the
honor possible and "I especially want to thank them."
Bob Tyler, Mississippi State athletic director who held out
hope to the end that Greene would remain with the Bulldogs, •
said he was "proud of Coach Greene being given this honor.
"I congratulate him and his staff and his squad," Tyler
said. "I know he looks at this as a team honor and he's
certainly deserving."
Greene, a solid winner in the coaching ballots, lifted the
Bulldogs from a sixth-place finish the previous season to the
No. 2 spot in the league. He received six votes, and one each
went to Joe Hall, directing Kentucky to its 31st SEC title, and
Dale Brown, who guided ISU to a third-place finish.
Tyler said his staff would move quickly, "make -some
specific contacts we have in mind and will attempt to have
our new coach on campus in a very short time."
The athletic director said Dr. James McComas,
Mississippi State president, had helped "in developing an
attractive situation here for Coach Greene prior to his
decision to leave" and that McComas would join in trying to
find a successor.
Wiley Peck, one of the two Bulldog players named to the
second team all-conference unit, said he could understand
Greene's decision to take the Murray job because both the
coach and his wife were from that area.
"It's a big shock to me-but our heads are not down," Peck
said. "The players understand the move, and we're going to
be ready to go whoever comes in to replace him."
Sources at the school say associate coach Steve Newton
apparently will remain with the bulldogs at least for now,
while assistant coat Mike DilriViltlan Grtne at Murray
State.
NCAA Basketball Pairings





Michigan _State _911, _Western
Kentucky 69









Indiana, 21-7 vs. Villanova,
22-8





DePaul, 26-2 vs. Louisville,
23-6 •
























At St. Louis -
East champion vs. Midwest
champion










" East-Midwest winner vs.
West-Mideast winner
$
- NIT At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Semifinals
Al New York City
Sunday's Games
Semifinals
North Carolina State, 20-9,
vs. Georgetown, D.C. 23-6
' Rutgers'. 23-6, vs. Trellis, 23-5
Messersmith Could Be
Out For Entire Season
Vic to an 8-7 win over the
Cathy Stiles and 26 from Beth
Wilkerson to upstage the 32
point performance of Sheldon
Clark's Robin Harmon and
raise its record to 18-6.
• We weren't moving well in
the first . half. We weren't
rebounding," said Paris
Coach Judy Cox.
-Their size was the dif-
ference in the game," said
Sheldon Clark Coach John
Haney.
- **They didn't shoot front
farther-than- five feat in the
second half."
Nancy Berger scored 24
points and hauled down 19
-rebounds for Notre Dame, but
the Pandas got rolling when
center Janet Brungs adjusted
an ankle wrap at halftime and
came on to score 16 points'.
• • I Was a lot more
aggressive than I was in the
first half,-" Brungs laid. "The
tape was too tight." -
I.ittle Mary Heim
shouldered the burden for
Assumption after Marsha
Thomas, a tiger under• the
boards, and Susan Beters,
Henn's ball-handing cohart,
fouled out in the fourth
quartet:,
Lafayette led 5645 when
Helm scooted under the
basket for a score with 1:51 to
go and _Assumption never
trailed again.
At 1;19, she popped in a 20
footer and ended the scoring
with a free throw.
• AUTO RACING- --
HAMPTON, Ga. — Cale
yarborough earned the pole
position for the 19th annual
Atlanta 500 on Sunday with a
speed of 162.006 mph.
AP Sports Writer
It's hard to label an athlete
"hard-luck" when he is
making $333,333 a year, but
Andy Messermith surely falls
into that category.
The 32-year-old Messer-
smith was coming along fine
in his comeback bid with the
New York Yankees after
recovering from surgery to his
pitching elbow. But it all
ended in one fleeting moment
Thursday.
Messersmith tripped while
covering first base in the third
inning of the Yankees
exhibition game with the
Chicago ,White Sox and suf-
fered a separation of his right
shoulder. Preliminary reports
don't indicate whether
surgery is necessary, but it's
feared the, righthander —
-obtained- over the winter for
$100.009_ from the Atlanta 
Braves — is out for the year.
In the game, the Yankees
pushed across an unearned
run in the 10th inning to clefeat
the White Sox_3-2. Lou Piniella
homered for the Yankees.
_ In other. exhibition action,
Gary Thomasson didn't waste
much time in impressing his
Oakland teammates.
• No sooner hadthe outfielder-
learned of his shift from the
San Francisco Giants to the
Oakland A's in the Vida Blue
trade, than he went out and hit
two home runs — in the same
inning — to lead his new team
to a 19-0 whitewashing of the
San Diego Padres.
Larry Bowa and Garry
Maddox drove in two runs
apiece as the Phillies exploded
for seven runs in the fourth
inning and defeated the
Cincinnati Reds 14-4 in a game
called after seven innings
because of rain.
Rookie shortstop Gary.
Soderhohn cracked a three-
rUn in the eIglith inning
to give the Minnesota Twins a
6-3 decision over the Montreal
Expos. -Gary Carter, homered
for the Expos.
Harris highlighted 4 Six-run
eighth inning that powered the
San Francisco Giants to an 8-2
victory over the • Milwaukee
Brewers.
Willie Wilson and U.L.
Washington drove in two runs
each to lead the Kansas City
Royals to a 8-6 victory over the
Pittsburgh Pirates.
Mick Kelleher and Mike
Sember each knocked in two
runs in a six-run eighth inning
that carried the Chicago Cubs
--GENEItAL
NEW YORK — James P.
Roach, former sports editor of
the New York Times and a
noted boxing and horse racing
writer, died in New York at
the age of 70.
INDIANAPOLIS — A
federal judge declined to issue
a temporary restraining order




The NCAA filed an antitrust
suit in U.S. District Court on
Thursday, charging the AAU
with "abide of monopoly
power."
WASHINGTON - — The
Federal Cordno unica Hons.
-Commiision told CBS Thur-
sday it would penalize the
network for misleading the
public by saying rour
broadcast 'tennis matches
were "winner-take-all" when
the prizes were actually split.
But the commission voted 7-
0 to delay for 30 days a
decision on a penalty to give
CBS time to submit any data
showing mitigating grounds.
Cleveland In' • as.
John Stearns and Ed
Kranepool hammered home
'runs and three Nev York
pitchers limited Toronto to
five hits, leading the Mets to a
6-2 victory over the Blue Jays.
Phil Niekro, Craig Skolk and
Tommy.' Boggs, limited
Baltimore to four singles and
the Atlanta Braves downed
the Orioles 4-2.
Jim Dwyer singl in a run
and stole home as Louis
Cardinals came
witti -a four-run e
to neat the Detroit Tigers 6-3.
Jim Rice's two-run homer
and George Scott's solo shot
paced the Boston Red Sox to a
6-4 victory over the Houston
Astros. Don Aase and Ken
Brett combined on a six-hitter
as the California Angels
blittilreditieSeattle Miners**
441or their . seventh win_in
mile spring games.
BASEBALL
SAN FRANCISCO — The
San Francisco Giants
received permission to play 40
games per season in Oakland,-
making it virtually certain the
Amefican League's Oakland -
A's will be moving to Denver. -
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK — National
Basketball Association
Commissioner Lawrence
O'Brien fined Bernard King of
the New Jersey Nets $750 and
Bob Lanier of the Detroit
Pistons $500 for their con-
frontation _ in a game last
Sunday.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Now At
Murray Supply
Lawn & Garden Center
SUPREME IS" punelboble. Model 1.147: veldnes
esewher. New Generabon Lawn Boy engswe
*nth swore usable poWer and peck kck governor
response sol.d state go.tAon and hsed let cafturetOr
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aill1,1,1•1 dock go.ei under the deck rrk,•far
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• '_- Service after the sale
backed up by over $60,000
worth of ports in stock
Why such a large inventory?
We Want Your Business!
Murray Supply
Lawn & Garden
200 E. Maim -
FREE PERKING
The Lawn 8 Garden Business is NOT A Sideline With Usl
•










Positive Publicity For OVC ▪ . For Once
The word has always been that the Ohio Valley Con-
ference is a league of good 6-6 forwards and that most of the
teams are one big man away from being competitive with
other major college teams in the nation.
If anything proved that, it was Western Kentucky in their
loss to Michigan State Thursday night.
Heavens yes, Michigan State is a better team than
Western Kentucky! We aren't crazy enough to think
Western is in the same league. But on the other hand,
Western didn't do anything to embarrass the OVC.
How many people will remember the loss to Michigan
State? Not near as many will remember the loss as will
remember the win over Syracuse.
Had not James Johnson and Aarnon Bryant been in such
foul trouble, particularly the latter who fouled out with 10
minutes left to go, the Hilltoppers could have stayed much
closer.
They were down 53-46 but Michigan State then hit for four
consecutive points and shortly afterwards, Bryant fouled
out. - •
WWth future for the OVC? All we can do is wishful
thinking but, one team now has a bonafide big man:
Murray State.
In coaching circles, Ron Greene is without doubt con-
sidered as one of the top coaches in the nation. The
magnitude of Greene's acceptance of the Racer coaching
job has not really hit us yet.
The task before Greene is monumental. He is not going to
produce a national powerhouse in one year. The material
simply isn't here at the present time and since people are
already signing conference letters, we're going to be
somewhat behind in recruiting.
However, give Ron Greene some time and a new place to
play ball and you'll see Murray State University ranked
among the nation's top 20. Let's face it. The quality of
Truck & Car Corner
FORD
_
1977 Ford Econoline, White.
1977 Chevrolet, 4 wheel drive, kr ton, maroon.
1977 F250 ks ton pickup, power steering and
brakes, air, automatic, light blue.
1977 Mercury Marquis, 4 door, white and
burgandy.
1977 Thunderbird, demonstrator, cream, brown
roof.
1977 Lincoln Towne Car, 4 door, full size luxury
car.
1977 Thunderbird, dove grey, one owner, all
equipment.
1976 Honda Accord, silver.
1975 Chevrolet Luv Pickup, blue.
1975 F100 Pickup Ranger XLT, blue and white
with topper.
1975 Lincoln Mark IV, 2 door, white leather in-
side.
1975 Chevrolet Laguna, 2 door, red.
1973 Jeep, 4 wheel drive, red, winch.
1973 Datsun 610,4 door, gold.
1969 Mercedes Benz diesel, model 220,






. James Parker 753-5180
Joe Parker 753-2656
as also rent oars on a day to day
Notching 758-111111






basis. Call or Soo John
PARKER FORD
701 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5273
coaching in the OVC is not what it was in the late 1960's.
There was prestige to an OVC job. For one thing, the OVC
had the top black players in the country. The SEC schools
weren't ready for black players yet.
But when the SEC finally became color-blind and realized
they were falling behind, then things went downhill in the
OVC and we no longer had the top black players in the coun-
try-
Then, the quality of play went down and too, the quality of
coaching went down. As the good coaches in the OVC left,
our league became a testing ground for untried coaches.
Many failed.
And besides failing to win, they did one other thing that
really hurt the league: with all the pressure on them to win,
they tried to schedule teams they felt they could beat.
When it comes contract time, nobody looks at who a team
beat, they look at that team's won-loss record. So we lost a
few here and there. Every school in the OVC has not only
played schools they shouldn't be playing but they've lost to
schools they shouldn't be playing.
It's all been a big game. But at Murray State and Western
Kentucky, it's going to be a new game. Murray may well
play a number of SEC schools because Greene has all the
contacts. Western may play the same schools Arkansas
played.
And who knows what Wayne Martin can do at Morehead?
But for Martin, the key is going to be money, more so than
the coaches at Western and Murray. .
Because of the mountains in Morehead and the sparse
supply of level ground to build on, land is terribly high and
so too is rent. Morehead just doesn't have anything to.offer
anyone. Grizzly Adams wouldn't even like the place.
The one thing all three schools have learned is simple:
economics.
You aren't going to get a big-name college coach for
$20,000 today. It's like trying to buy the truck that cost
12,300 in 1972 and now, that same truck has a price tag of
well over $5,000.
If the OVC wants to become big-time again, then they will
have to act big-time. And Murray and Western certainly
have taken steps in that direction.
As for Murray, the future looks brilliant. Mike Gottfried,
given some time, will have people lining up outside Stewart
Stadium an hour before the game.
Ron Greene will have people lining up for basketball
games an hour before the game.
People in Owensboro, Madisonville, Paducah, Mayfield,
Marshall County, Paris and all around our area are going to
come back. They are already talking about the positive
things which have taken place at MSU.
We're impressed already and a football has yet to leave
the tee nor has Greene met any of the basketball players.
There are going to be some changes at Murray and the
habitual cynics will either sit home and withdraw or they'll. . _—
run back to jump on the ship.
Somebody asked .me yesterday why we ''got beat" on the
Ron Greene story.
We weren't beaten. In fact, we're all winners and that's
why we never said anything about Greene.
It was a mistake for the Greene rumor to spread like wild-
fire anyhow. If the story had broken last week, we would
have probably lost Ron Greene. A lot of other schools might
have jumped irif they'd known Greene was considering.
Murray and we'd ended up losing a bidding war.
We could have said something two weeks ago about Ron
Greene but the philosophy here is, it's not really our
business to print who and who has not applied for jobs.
Yes, Bob Davis was on campus Tuesday. And he was here
long before the decision came at Auburn. We could have
broken those "big stories" if we were wanting to make a
name for ourselves.
But a good newspaper doesn't make a name for itself by
playing detective every day. However, there are some
members of the Media who would do anything, go any limit,
just to break a story first.
—"You read it here first... You heard it here first...."
When you're on top, you don't have to say those things.
We're happy to say someone else broke the story on Ron
Greene. But we're more happy to say that in the end, it
didn't hurt Murray State like it could have.
But more so, we're happy to say we think ethics means
Just as much as the ability to write or face a television
camera.




When Jim Counce was
growing up, the magic word in
college basketball were
always, "UCLA."
"You've got to remember,"
says the Arkansas forward,
that from the time I was 7
until I was 17, they were
national champs every year
except one."
It explains why Counce was
a bit "in awe" of the Bruins
before Thursday night's Far
West Regional game in the
NCAA playoffs. But he didn't
let it bother him too long.
Counce scored only two
Pieban. itss Plumbing Pickens Nat Plumbing Pickens Was Plumbing Pickens Na. Plumbing
Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing
Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing
Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing











DAYTON, Ohio ( AP). —
Kentucky is big, but not bad,
in the words of their coach,
Joe B. Hall.
What he means is they are
physical, but not too physical.
"I don't understand why
people keep saying we are a
physical team," Hall said.
"Sure, we're big, sure, we're
strong, but this is a game for
athletes, not ballet dancers.
"We have big people and
play hard, but to refer to us as
physical is an attempt to
undermine our game with the
officials." ,
The word physical was one
way to. describe Kentucky's
91-69 victory Thursday over






will meet Michigan State in
Saturday's regional finals
after the fourth-ranked
Spartans - • coasted past
Western Kentucky 90-69 in
-Thursday's other game.
Miami Coach Darrell
Hedric had several ways to
describe the Kentucky club
which ran off strings of eight
and 11 points at various times
in the first half.
"They're awsome," Hedric
said, shaking his head. -They
have a lot of smart personnel
and their power is unlimited."
One source of that power
came from 6-foot-10 senior
center Mike Phillips. Phillips -
scored 14 points in the second
half when he tallied five of his
team's first seven baskets and
he finished with 24.
As a team, the Wildcats
finished the game shooting 62
percent from the field and
showed no signs of the first
half doldrums which had
plagued them in their first
toomaroent- game against
Florida gate.
points, but it was his splendid
defensive work on UCLA's
David Greenwood that helped
the Razorbacks upset the
glamorous Bruins 74-70 in the








edvanced with a shocking 75-
72 victory over No. 11 San
Francisco Thursday night.
Marvin Delph and Sidney
Moncrief sparked Arkansas to
a 16-point lead at the half and
the Razorbacks held off a
furious second-half charge by
UCLA.
Led by Roy Hamilton, the
Bruins put on an exasperating
press to cause a cache of
turnovers after intermission.
and finally pulled ahead of the
Razorbanks 60-58 late in the
game. But Arkansas rallied,
for six straight points on a pair
of free throws by Ron Brewer
and baskets by Delph and
Steve Schall. The Razorbacks
never trailed again.
Keith Anderson hit a 20-fu0
shot with four seconds. left to
lead Cal State-Fullerton over
San Francisco as. the offset.'
trend continued in this 441th
post-season tournament
"We were ready to play and
we took advantage of the
opportunities that came to
us," Phillips said. "We just
▪ kept going to it ( the basket )
and it was there."
M1B1111 could not reproduce
the upset which had brought
them into Thursday's game.
The Redskins last Saturday








Dennison Hunt  56 34
Thurman Furniture 57 35
Peoples Bank 52 40
Beauty Box  51‘1 40u.
Murray Iris. 50 42
Dixieland Center 4541 48k1
Paradise Kennels 44 46
Hawaiian Tropic 41 51
Personality Beauty Shop 41 51
Roses 40 52
Bank of Murray 39 49
Jerry's 34 MI
High Team Game (SC)
Beauty Box  631
Dixieland Center  794
Thurman Furniture 763




High Team Series (SC)
Beauty Box 2291
Murray Ins.  3014
Dixieland Ctr.   7210
Thurman Furniture ruo




High WI. Game (SC)
Elaine Pittenger 242
Kay• Garland  214
Lois Smith 112




High Ind. Series (SC)
Elaine Pittenger 543
Lod Smith  533
Pat Willett 513
High hid. Series (BC)
Elaine Pittenger  687
Pat WWett  681
Doris Kunbro ' 645
High Averages
Lou Smith  1116
Wanda Brown 164
Pat Hesselrode  164
Marge Hinman 1111
Sondra Rice  158
Ethelene McCallon  157
Mildred Hodge 158
Betty Parrish  154




scorer Archie Aldridge scored
the second basket of the game
but then was held without a
point until eight minutes into
the second half. The team's
scoring burden was
shouldered by forward Randy
Ayers with18.
After Michigan State's
victory, the talk was not about
strength but about the
Spartans' speed and the skill
of freshman sensation Earvin
Johnson, who had 14 assists to
go with his 13 points.
Johnson said his teammates
would be ready for Saturday's
game with Kentucky.
"Our team is cool," he said.
"Being tight is something I
never worry about. I really
was disappointed with my
shooting tonight-but--it-really
didn't matter, I just passed
the ball even more."
Michigan State's primary
shooting came from forward
Greg Keiser who scored 23
point.
The. Spartans d- attacke  
Western Kentucky in spurts
hitting nine in a row early in
the game to open a 21-6 lead.
Then," in the second half,
Michigan State outscored the
Hilltoppers 11-2 to pull ahead
64-48.
"I was pleased but we
played well only in spurts,"
said Michigan State Coach
Judd Heathcote. "It's hard to
dominate for the whole game,
especially in the tourny."
It was the second straight
game that Michigan State had
jumped into an early lead and
it was also the second straight
tournament game that Keiser
scored 23 points.
Against Providence,
Michigan State opened up by
butscoring their opponents 24-
8.
For Western Kentucky
Coach Jim Richards, it was a
particularly: difficult pay to
say goodbye. He annotfficed at
rnidseason that he would not
return as coach next-season:----- -
"I shook hands with each
player in the locker room and
thanked each one of them for
the effort," said the coach who
had complained earlier this
year at the undisciplined ways
of today's youth. -
"I've been with these kids a
long time and just like some of
them I am also a senior
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Committee Workers Named For
1978 State Charity Horse Show
Committee workers have
been, named for the 1978
Kentucky State Charity Horse
Show at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center April 21 and 22.
The show is a• combined
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club, and Murray
Rotary Club project.
Named chairmen this year
are Sharon Brown with the
• Sigma Department and
Forrest Priddy with the
Rotary.
Patron tickets for the show
are on sale for $10 each. The
event last year raised over
$4,300, all which goes to both
clubs' philanthropic projects.
Competition this year is for
saddle bred horses in classes
of 23 and Tennessee Walking
horses in classes of 10.
With Ms. Brown and Priddy
serving as overall chairmen,
consultants are Lois Keller,




workers are: Sharon Wells,
Chairman, Sue Spann, Ellen
Harrell, Lois Keller, Ed
Strohecker and Hugh- Oakley.
Sponsors, for classes com-
mittee - workers includes:
Lochie Landolt, Co-chairman,
Max Hurt, Co-Chairman. Lois
Keller, Edwina Simmons,
Owen Billington, Joe Dick,
Holmes 'Ellis, R. L. Ward,
Henry Warren, Wilson Gantt
and Bufort Hurt.




Rainey Apper in, Anna Ruth
Harris, Jan Housden, Sue






Glenn Doran, Robert Farless,
Cahrles Walston, Richard
Farrell, Nat Ryan Hughes,
Thomas Hogancamp,




judges cards and badge,4
committee workers are:
Martha Pittman, Chairman,
Charles Wynn, Jane Sisk;
Lynn Houston, Norma Frank
and Donald Jones.
Show bills and posters
ommittee „workers - include,:"
Doris Cella, Chairman,





University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
To attempt to live by theexpectations of others is
to succeed in confAing one's own life. We get so
caught up in the social 'standards, status symbols,
traditions, and prestige fads of those around us that
we lose our own independence and identity. It's a
losing game because no one can measure up to all
of the whims, fancies, and judgments of everybody.
It is emotionally damaging to even attempt it
We must learn to live with, like, and accept our-
selves. The drive for self-improvement must come
from within us — out of our own convictions, faith,
self-respect, and relationship with God. We must
never allow the pressures and demands of a fickle
and fallible world to mold and shape our thinking
and life's decisions. We must be "transformed by
the renewing of our mind." (Romans 12:1-3) We
must learn to shape our attitude and character by
the standard of the Perfect Life. (I Peter 121-24) We
must make up our own mind and not let someone
else mind our make up!
Jesus Christ says, "Count the cost and measure the
rewards. When you have found the one thing worth
living for, dying for, and living forever for, make it
yours regardless and notwithstanding what the
judgment of others might be. You see, they just
might not know everything!" (Luke 14:25-33; Mat-
thew 13:44-47) Eternal life is not determined by
society, but by the Savior! (John 14:6; I John 5:11, 12
Romans 14:10-12).
It's the greatest thing in the world
to be; Christian.
"NOW CAN YOU EXPECT A MAN'
WHO'S WARM TO UNDERSTAND A -
MAN WHO'S COLD?"
—Solzhenitsyn
With Man it seems impossible
BUT
With God All Things Are Possible
WORSHIP WITH US
AT 1ST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
-10:45 AM Sunday
Dr. David Roos, Minister











Robertson, Judy Payne, Lucy
Lilly, Dorothy Nanny, Ginny
Hopkins, Dixie Hopkins,
Janice Austim, Betty
Buckingham, Brenda - Mad-
dox, Carol Barrett, Jim
Carlin, Rotary Co-Chairman,




James Byrn, Robert Howard,




Eugene Tarry, W. A.
Franklin James Fisher, Hugh
Houston, Mike Holton, Ed
Skinners and Jim Wilson.
Ring decorations cogunittee
-4orkers are: -.Ina- Hughes,
Co-Chairman, Joe Belcher,
Co-Chairman, Pat Moore,
Nancy Witmer, Karen Goetz,
Pat Binford, Sally Crass, Pat
Thompson, Tommy Taylor,
Bill ___,..Kopperud, Tommy
Brown,_ John Ferrell, Hamp
Erwin, Robert F,therton and
James Willis.
Publicity committee
workers are: Rainey Ap-
person, Co-Chairman, Loal 
Cole, Co-Chairman, Lois
Keller, Walt Apperson, Glen





is : Jean Hurt.
Finance committeeman
are: Sine Richardson, Co-
Chairman and Ted Vaughn,
Co-Chairman.
Hospitality committee
workers are: Shirley Winters,
Co-Chairman, Deno Curris,
Co-Chairman, Annette
Alexander, Judy Carroll, Lila
Lusk, Betty Gore, Mimi
Garrastazo, Annie Knight,
Lillie Johnson, Julie Smith, A.
W. Simmons Jr., Stuart
Poston, Harry Sparks and Ray'
Mofield.
Parking road signs com-
mitteeman are: Eugene
Schanbacher, Chairman, Sid
Easley, David Roos, Vernon
Shown, Ray Brownfield, Ed
Chrisman, Ralph Housman,
Henry Holton, Maned Vinson,






E. B. Howton, Pet Waldrop,




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
A collective bargaining
proposal for teachers has been
blocked and a move to abolish
the Insurance Regulatory
Board has been defeated in the
Kentucky House.
The actions' came Thursday
during debate on a state
government reorganization
bill that was 'cOttslidered after
lengthy debate on rescission of
the state's 1972 ratification of
the Equal Rights Amendment.
Senate Bill 289, which
passed the upper chamber 34-1
on March 9, provides for
reorganization of various
elements of state government.
Gov. Julian Carroll has
already put many of the
changes into effect by
executive order.
An amendment offered by
Rep. J.R. Gray, D-Benton,




requests by insurance com-
panies.
Gray said the review board
was created to scrutinize rate
increase requests more
closely, but it "probably is
acting more as a rubber
stamp for these rate in-
creases."
Abolishing the board, and
returning authority of rate
cases to the commissioner of
insurance -will bring it down
to one person so we'll know
who made the decision," Gray
added.
The House defeated the
reorganization bill 38-35 on
Wednesday, but Carroll ad-
ministration supporters
worked to get more supporters






, board, saying that ."m4ybe
this is not working perfectly
but it seems to me better than
what we had.
"If (the board) does not
reduce rates, then in two
years we ought to abolish it.








bargaining bill, which was
proposed as an amendment to
the government
reorganization measure, was
ruled out of order by Speaker
William Kenton, D-Lexington.
Rep. James Yates, D-
Shively, who offered the
amendment, declined to
-appeal Kenton's nthngafter it
became apparent he did not
have the votes to overrule the
chair.
A weakened version of the
teacher bargaining bill passed
the Senate but was waylaid in
the House Rules Committee.
The House finally approved
the reorganization bill,
without the insurance board
and teacher bargaining
amendments, by a vote of 82-
15.
The measure now goes back
to the Senate for concurrence
in . House amendments,
including ore that would
eliminate cost of living raises
for Kentucky judges and























Artleerited %eh Benhee Cowie,
BARRM'S
SERVICE CENTER
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plmn your oven the easy
Way with Self -soouring Mr.
Muscle Overnight




Leaf Plums, Peach, Ash,








  WE SELL
....xve,,- /mow, — • ,
Choose C110 or C126 Koda-
color film with, 20 exposures
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-Complete Automatic TrsumMshos Service
- heat la/ Afirimat
-Coasploto Tuato-Up & bps* Ureic"-
209 S. Ith















Worship Service 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 30 p.m.
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship. 6-30 p.m.
FINE BAPTIST
 11W Morning Worship 10.45 a m
Evening Worship 7 00p m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship 11 00 aim:
Sunday Evening 6 00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7 00p.m.
SINIONG SPRING
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7.00 p.m.•
NORTINSIDE
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.





Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 30 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School • 9 45 a.m.
Morning worship 10.45 a.m.
Singing, Evening Wors. 5:30,6:00p.m.
1105 Pogue
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Till., Dealer
1/2 Block 1 of S. 12th
Phone 7531489
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal















Ky. Lake State Pork Ph. 474-2245
Kentvekv Fried Chats
"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Disk-isms Beef mod Na. Saadwician





South 12th St. - Murray





- Complete Counseling Service












• Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.
"Go To Church Sunday
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Cormlitiorsing-14ea11419 Commercial Rofriperstiom
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Tiny Tot
Day Care
Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed
6 30b m .5 30 p m
407 5 12th 753-1994
111.0430 tenni - - 7 •




Evening Worship - 7:30p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST •
Morning Worship 10501M.
Evening Worship 610 pm-
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening worship 7:00p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST-- - -.I- -
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:45 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Morning Worship






Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship 11: 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 pm.
OWENS CHAPEL-
Morm:aorytorship • 11:00a.m.
Eveting 91Wrship 5:30p.m. dr 600p.m.







Sunday School 10:00 am.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
Evening Service .6:00 p.m.
COLD WATER














Sunday School 10:00 a .m.
Preaching 11:00 a.m. &6:00 p.m.





ST JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 10:45a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service 7i00 p.m.




Sunday School 10 a.m.
Preaching Service 11 a.M.
Nightly Service 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD MISSIONARY BAPTIST






Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10:30a.m
Bible School 9:30 a .m
Evening Service 6:00 p.m
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School 10.45 a m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mass 8 a.m., 11 a.m , 4 30 p m
Saturday Mass 630 p.m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky..
Sundays 11:00a.m. Testimony meeting
second Wednesday 0 p.m.
31100 VANS WITNESSES
Watchtower 10:30a.m.
'Bible Lecture 9:30 a.m.
ST. MIN'S EPISCOPAL




'Morning worship 10 30 a m
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 10 30 a.m
Worship Service Sat 9.15 a m
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE
Ijt fireab of bit
Bread bar alum,. hero an nuportant oymbol It 6.. bern called the "mall of hfe- boron.
it I. • iife-eu.lnining otthettance (knot often rt (erre.' to bread •• • .tnthol He referred to him.
self as thr brcad of life 41 the Ind nipper he turd bread as intlici1 for Hinuelf nben be took
the bread and mid -Thu I. au hod, lam+ I tarok.. for Oti.'. Conto, at to Lame th • rtk be! for
Christ when lie celebrate communion. though the COM MOM°. differ" ...mkt, from church to







Evening Worship 11,;00 pm.
GWEN PLAIN
Etibie Study 10a.m.
Worship Service 10:45 a.m. Al pm.
Wed. Worship 7:30p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship Calipass-
UNION GROVE .
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
, Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
SEVENTH IL POPLAR
Worship Service 10:40 a.m.
evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service 10:50 a m
Evening Worship 6:00p m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship 11.00 a m
Evening Worship 6.00 p.m
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship 10.45 a m
Evening Worship 600 p.in
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School 10.00 a m








Morning Worship 10: 50 a .m.
Evening Worship 6,00 p.m.
- JURIESE.T CORO-
Of CHRIST
Sunday School 10. 00 a .m.
Morning Worship 10. 50 a.m.























Sunday School,' 10:00 a.m
Evening Worship 5:30p.m
N Y P.& Worship 5:00p.m






Sunday School 9:45 a m
Worship Serm ce 11:00a.m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School 10:00 a.ns





Church School 9:30 a.m








Sunday School 10.00 a .m.
Worship Services 11 00 a .m , 6.00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 10.00a.m











UNITED, 310 1RVAN AVE.
Sunday School 10.00 a m
Evening Worship. 7:00p.m.
DI WARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Worship Service 11:00 a .m.
Evening Worship 7:30p.m
FIRST UNITED
,Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. de 7 00 p.m
Tues. & Thurs. 7.00 p m












Top Quality Used Cars
1106 Coldwater Rd. Photos 753-6401
Murray Electric System












Worship Service 11 a.m., 1st Sunday,
10:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday, Sunday School
10:00 a.m., 2nd & 4th
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
-WorshipServiee • 11:00*.m.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service 930 attn.
Sunday School 11:00a.m.
INDEPENDElla UNITED
Sunday School • 10:00a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
KIRKSET UNITED




Worship Service 11:00 am. 1st & 2nd
Sunday., 10.00 a.m. led & 4th, . Sunday
School 10: 00 a.m. 1st & 2nd Sunday, 1100
a.m. lird a. 4th Sunday
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship 1000 a.m.
Sunday School 11:00a.m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship 8 45& 10:50 a.m.
RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10.00 a m
Morning Worship 11 00 a .m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service 9: 45 a.m.




Evening Services. Worship - 6,30 p.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10. 00a .m
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Worship Service 10:00a .m.
1st & 2nd Sundays 1100 am
bit Ord* ith5ssoday
MT. NIKON
Worship Service 1000 a.m. lot Sunday di
11:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School
11.00 a.m. 1st Sunday- 10:00 am. 2nd.
'3rd, & 4th Sunday
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 1000 am. 2nd Sunday .
11,00 am 4th Sunday, Sunday School




Morning Services. 10 45 a .m.
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
Tst & 3rd Sunday 9' 30 a .m
Evening 7-00p.m.
2nd & 4th Sunday 11.00a.m.
. No Evening Worship
BETHEL UNITED
lst&lrilSunday 11•00a.m:
2n4 /: 4th Sunday 9,30a.m.




" Evening 7.00 p.m
-STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunda y School 10,00a no.
Morning Worship 1100 am
Keel Purchase Tire
Voir Complete Tire Sonic. Center
'''We Service Them Al -Large or Small"
Mix Reol
MN Cadman, Rd 7534111
Big John's
Horne of Quality Economy
8 Selections"
Open 7 Days lam. toll p.m.
Blackford House
Unfinished Furniture
Gifts For All Occasions
Clothes




Mowers Tillers Chain Saws








Flowers For All Occasions
Funeral A rrcrngernerits - House Pfents_
500 N 4th -71251- 753-8944
tovels
An Image Of God
Trenholm s Drive-In
i.C.& Co
a Chicken Pizzo Spaghetti
Lunches Steaks-Sandwiches
1206 Chestnut St. 753-2997
Old Carriage House
Open Mon. thee Than. 71.s p.m.






Joe radd's Motor Sales
Duality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
Joe Todd and Larry Hale
507 So. 12th 753-2814
 Cunningham Auto Repair
SuPerlor & Motor Sales, Inc.
Muffler. "your Superior Muffler




Sales & Service Parts









Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
Hwy. 641 South 753-5986
Gallimore's Restaurant
SpeifiafiZirlg n Co/fish








403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Seamrtien. Manager
Serving Graves, Callowey, hoN, Csrlisle Counties in Ky and




The lawn & Garden Center
Murray
Mayfield Hwy. (121) 753 30
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Buildiog Blocks 8 Ready Mix Concrete
Fast Main Street 753-1544
Calloway County Solt
Improvement Association
Serving Farm families Since 1936
753 7924
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup 8, Delivery
Open 6 30 • In Cline 11:00 p
Sunday Open 8 00 a at Close 10 00 p




Olympic PlaA, Murray, K. 753-4150
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Schedules For The Week Of March 18-March 24
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2
6:00 - Mario






12:30 - Fishiag Nolo
1:00 - PGA Tow emmeirat
2:30 - Pro Bowlers





$:00 _ smyyyy Do$
10:00-Krebs
Story11:00- Short  
11: 30 _ • camellia.
WSM-4
S:33 -Ag. U.S.A. 6:00
6:25 - Fenn Digest 7:00_
6: 30 - I am th •
II:00-











l :00_ whip 00
Schools




















7:0 0 - Meng Kong
Phooey
7:30-Globe 




11:00- land of lost
11:30- Thunder
12:00-Form Report
12:30-Atop he t Fen-
capes,
1:00 - College gasket-
bell Repeal' Fusels
KFVS-.12







1 2:00 - INSA Class AA
II' hall
3:30 - A.. is ksymyys
4:04- WorW of Ses.
530-N..,
6:00- Lawrence Welk
1:00 - 'NSA Class AA
To y
10:30 - Nes




10:00_ urn ports 0
Waits








11:30 - *KO ACediely,
12:00-Mr. Mega
12:30-Ra Festival











































10:00 -Seem et 10
10:30-Se. Night live
1 2:00- Movie:
5 : 00 - Dews
5:30- News
6:00- Nee Neve ,









TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WNGE-2
6:00 - Block Women
6:30- Bele Baptist
















7:30- Dey of Disc.
8:00 -18111.1 lobisom






11:00- Issas & Ans.
11:30 - Directions
12:00 - Den Tama
12:30 - Jabber-yew
1:00- PGA Timeworn
3:00 - AtIonto 500
Stock Ger Rees








S:30- Day of Disc.
9:00- Nashville Gospel
9:30- Da. in kith
10:00-NE Religious
11:00-Ebeey Spectres









"Poke Story • The
Iroise ledge"


























7:30 - Fire Easter Rob-
bit r





































10:30- Fee tke Nation











6:00 - Silty Aline's °






















7:00 - New West Was
Wee














12:00- AR My Children
1:00-520,000 Pympid









7:00 - Good Morning
Am.
9:00- 700 Club
10:30 - Essay Feud











































7:30 - Mornings on 5






T2:00-Tell the Truth .
12:30 -The World Turns
1:30- Guiding light
2:30 - All in the Family
3:00- Munster:
3:30 - Gitligan
4:00 - Gamer Pyle
4:30-Doris Day













11:00 -Say the Least
11:30-Gong Show
12:00-News
















9:30- Price is Right
10:30- love of life
10:55 - News
11:00- Young/Restless
11:30 - Search For Tom.
12:00- Farm Picture
12:05-News
12:30 - World Turns
























8:00_ $00y.ii • n. wy,,,
Bewan Mon end
Maim"





7:00 - Oral Reef*
30r1110 See.
5:00 - NI' A •S' II
II:30 - One Day



















7:30- Baby, I'm keit
$:00 - WA *S'll














i.- ' -5 ...,
TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
,
WNGE-2
61$0==Tritlree -Ca i t -
7:00- Nappy Deys
•
7:30- Laverne 8. Shirley
111:00- Dines Company
5:30-Seep











 - "My D676





10:30- Teen Movip ,
12:00-News .
WSM-4
- 7:110 - amok iorris
5:00- hg (vest:

















7:00 - Ch6c11 "r"1

















10:30 - Movie "Coles-
.
1 2:30 - News
TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
6:30- Mee The Tess









B:30 - Al Yell Need Is
Cash
9:00_ poke w















7:00 - Gristly Adams













































8: 30 - A.E.S. Medea St.
9:00-Burette
10:00-News
Notch10:30- Stortiry & He
WSM-4
- Chips
11:00- isms e 16
900_ 01,04 smakm,
on
10:00- Scene et 10
10:30- Tonight Show













6:30- Merty Robbins '
7:00-Chips
8:00-3.16111 61 16








6:30 -World of Aldose
7100- Welton
8:00 - Newel Pve-0
9:00 - Berne:by Jones
10:00- News























040 __. 0.drfoni -
9:00- beincy
10:00 - keno et 10
10130- Tonight Slam




7:130- Peer Cott Weil
1:00 - lumnilible AA


























10:30 - Movie: TBA
12:30 - Ill CM
2:30- Nowswetch
7:00- Gees i Ton-
milk
II:00- Movie "Getty" .-
10:00-News
10:30-Burette






opera entitled "L'Elisir d'
Amore" will be heard on WK-
MS-FM at the Murray State
University at 1 p.m. Saturday,
March 18.
The broadcast is the 16th of
the current Metropolitan
opera season to be carried on
the campus station as a ser-
vice of the Texaco-
Metropolitan Opera Radio
Network. WKMS is at 91.3 on
the 1,'M dial. •
Singing principal roles will
bt, soprano Judith Blegen as
Aiiina, tenor Luciano
Pavarotti as Nemorino,
baritone Mario Sereni as
Belcore, ,bass Fernando





conductor, Sara Caldwell, will
be on the podium.
-Opera News on the Air,"
%;.ith a musical and dramatic
'analysis of the opera and a
discussion of Donizetti and his















Dr. Walter J. Breckenridge
will present "Migration
Mysteries" on Wednesday
evening, March 22, at Murray
-State University as the final
film-lecture of the year in the
Audubon Wildlife Film series
on the campus.
To begin at 7 p.m. in the
Student Center auditorium,
the program sponsored by the
Department of Biological
Sciences is open to the public
at nopdmission charge.
The p-resentation concludes
the fourth year for the series
at Murray State. Provided by
the National Audubon Society,
the programs are studies of
nature through- full-length
-.color films' 'anci- lectures by
noted naturalists.
"Migration Mysteries" is a
study of the most dramatic
and mysterious aspect of bird
behavior. It includes a
description of continuing
experiments and new methods
of observation that are
yielding valuable information.
Breckenridge's film looks at
bird anatomy and flight
abilities and then focuses on
bird-banding operations in the
United States and other
countries.
Different types of migration
are-covered - the direct flight
and return of the whooping
crane, the loop flight of the
slender-billed shearwater, the
east-west route of the evening
grosbeak, and the "leap-
frogging" of the fox sparrow.
Breckenridge also relates in
detail the results of his ex-
tensive study of the migration
of eider ducks.
Hazards that migrating
birds encounter are discussed,
including storms, hunters,
predators, picture windows.
oil pollution, and radio and
television towers.
• The film also deals with
theories that have developed
about migration as different
individuals have studied birds
and how they seem to be
guided by the sun or by stars
and how the length of daylight
hours seems to trigger the
migration imptrisp.,
Breckenridge, director
emeritus of the Bell Museum
of Natural History at ,the
University of Minnesota, is
widely known for his con-
tributions in the fields of or-
nithology and herpetology. He
has been on four arctic ex-
peditions, including one he
headed.
His bird paintings and et-
chings are well known and
.have appealt;d in many or-





LOS ANGELES ( API -, A
bronze bust of Edwin Lester,
founder of the Civic Light Op-
era, was recently placed on
permanent display in the main
hall of the Dorothy Chandler
Pavilion of the Los Angeles Mu-
-sic Center.
_Lester created the Civic
Light Opera in 1938. Since then
the organization has presented
171 major musical attractions
and a total of 14,329 perform-
ances in Los Angeles and San
Francisco in 40 consecutive
seasons.
After 38 years as head of the
opera, Lester now serves as a
member of the board, as a con-
sultant and occasionally as a





























































A Changing Arrerica's Prcb- Sign-off
Society lens & Challenges
(14-ATN Si-gn-off Stpm-off
Sign-off
Monday MSU Economist William Pinkstcn













Representatives of UCM will discuss their
up-caning sinposiun cn death and dying
Book Beat: Delbert Wylder
History in Perspective
Weekly Shcpping Basket
1. Frank Blodgett discusses
2. High School Sports
3. Representatives of LICI4 will discuss their
up-coirrtng sirrposian on death and dying_
1. Margaret Trevathan with Library Corner
2. The Rev. Dr. William P. Mullins, South Pleasant
Grove Methodist ,Church
3. RIgh :serrDerl Dporta •
Neil Diamond
Success in the music world
comes from not only being a
good' concert artist but a
serious minded composer as
well. This can easily said
about the legendary Neil
Diamond, his music and his
latest album, "I'm Glad
You're Here With Me
Tonight.'!
The 37-year-old singer has
gone far in his career having
had a great many album8 and
singles, two TV specials, and a
movie, -Jonathan Livingston
television
Seagull." On stage, the
dynamic Diamond personality
shows us a very serrous
minded modern composer. --
Diamond's Latest album is
the result of his last TV special
this past year. My favorite on
the album is the smash hit
single "Desiree" which is fast
moving in the typical
Diamond Ballad tradition.
There are many beautiful
love ballads on the Lp such as
"You Don't Bring Me
Flowers," "Once In A While,"
and the old Beach Boy hit,
"God Only Knows."
Overall, the album is a very
beautiful album containing a
great many love Ballads. It is
a must for the general record
collector.
New Releases
At last, the new Barry
Manilow Album is_out -
Now." It has been well over a
year since he has done a studio
album. Coming soon will be
albums by Boston, Little Feat,
and Atlanta Rhythm Section.
Things have been slow due to
the coal strike and your
reviewer moving to Alabama.
WKMS Highlights
Friday, Mar. 17
7 p.m. Options "Tracker
Action Organs" This program
presents a sampling from a
half-dozen of the 100 playable
19th century tracker-action
organs now in Maine. As with
many things old and
historical, the survival of
tracker-action organs is un-
certain. Churches wish to be
"up to date," and too often
junk their old instruments to
Make way for a "Windless
substitute."
10 p.m. Nightflight 91 Four
hours of album oriented rock
heard Tuesday through
Saturday. Tonight's feature




12 Noon Music Of the Italian
Masters Two Florentine in-
terinedii (music by Marenzio,
Malvezzi, De'Cavalierii -
Musica Reservata. Also
Paganini's Grand Sonata in A
major with Julian Bream on
guitar.
7 p.m. Earplay A comedy
set in modern day Greece
about two friends who badger
and cajole each other into
grand schemes.
Sunday. Mar, 19
3:30 p.m. Mountain Music
"Cottonmill Blues"
Songs in Stories and stories in
song, by and about cottonmill
workers, are featured.
Comprises last half-hour of
"Music From The Front
Porch."
8:30 P.m. JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
The lineup consists of Jazz
Revisited at 8:30 followed .by
Jazz Alive at 9:00. Also con-
temporary jazz at 10:30 on
Jazz Horizons with an artist
feature at Midnight.
Monday, Mar. 20
7 p.m. Options In Education
"Learning Disabilities" In






10 p.m. Soulflight News and
music from the black world.
Tuesday, Mar. 21
7 p.m. Options "Galbraith
and Jenson: Freedom and the
Role of Government" John
Kenneth Galbraith, professor
of 'economics at Harvard
University, and Michael
Jenson, associate professor of
Management at the Univer-
sity of Rochester, debate
"freedom and the role of
government."
8 p.m. Chicago Symphony
Orchestra Another all-
Beethoven program. Piano
Concerto No. 4 In G, Opus 58t
and Piano Concerto No. 5 in E-
flat. Opus 73 (Emperor).
Alfred Brendel performs on
the piano with James Levine
conducting.
Wednesday, Mar. 22
7 p.m. Options "Hymn To
Homer's Music" This
broadcast features ex-
periments in sound ac-
companing selected readings
from Homer's "Odyssey". All
of the sounds used in the
program, except one, are
original ... created and per-
formed in the studios of
KWSU.
Thursday, Mar. 23
7 p.m. Pauline Frederick &
Colleagues "Britain's Energy
Minister" The guests include
The Honorable Tony Benn,
Minister of State for Energy
for the United Kingdom;
James Srodes, Correspondent




7:30 p.m. Murray Common
Council WKMS News & Public
Affairs Director Jesse Young
provides gavel to gavel
coverage of the regularly
scheduled meeting of the
Murray Common Council. t
Did You Know..,
KET is the second largest public
television network in the world
Japan has the largest.
look
Ahead









AND SEE HOW MANY MORE DOLURS
YOUR REAL ESTATE CAN BRING! Loris
 753-4342 
Special On Tapes & Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town,
Large Selection of Country
Tapes, Albums and 45's
Saturday Night Fiver $9se
Tapes Albums Neg. 112.1$
The New
At Rhythum Section





The New Roberta Flock
8 Track Reg. 7.95
$511111
The largest Select on of Topes and Albums In rhus Area
-TV Service Center
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Senator Ford Ends Uncertainty
By Voting Against Canal Treaty
WASHINGTON (AP) —Sen.
enr1011 Ford, saying that too
much energy was expended on
getting the Senate's consent
and not enough on listening to
its advice, has ended weeks of
uneertainty iy voting against
the first of two proposed
Panama Canal treaties.
"There has been too much




"Service Built Our Business'
Murray,
KY.LARGE VOLUME- LOW PROFIT
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A







































































































30 Seed 54 Small
32-Moccasin.: otirldten
36 Soft food 5$_Weaken
38 Choral 56-Hasten
composition 57 River in
41 Begs Scotland
43 Negative 59 Brown
45 Title of kiwi
respect 60 Still
47 Young boy 63 Parent
49 Giver of (colloid
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Dist r by l'nited Feature Syn table. Inc.
emphasis placed on the effort
to nhtain the Rensite'c ovny,ept,
and too little on the effort to
listen to the Senate's advice,"
the Owensboro, Ky. Democrat
said in a speech on the Senate
floer—Thursday. -While cir-
cumstances beyond our
national control may have
dictated this course, these
circumstances cannot dictate
a man's conscience."
Ford, who had been under
intense pressure from both
opponents and supporters of
the treaties, said ,the
agreements fail "to ensure
that the best interest of the




well before the vote that he
would support the treaties.
The first treaty, approved
68-32 — one more vote than
required — guarantees the
canal's neutrality. The second
treaty deals with procedures
for ceding the United States
operation control of the canal
to Panama.
Ford resisted last-minute
appeals by Senate leaders and
Carter administration of-
ficials to win his vote. He met
briefly with Senate Majority
Leader Robert C. Byrd, D-
W.Va., just before making his
statement.
, Ford said he had "traveled
the length and breadth of my
state talking to the people. In
each place I stopped, I
listened and I learned. The
people are talking, but the
government isn't listening."
The freshman senator said
his major concerns about the
treaties are that they do not
guarantee that the United
States can negotiate to keep
troops in Panama after 1999,
thereby making it difficult for
the military to intervene, if




Spruce-Up Interior Acrylic Flat Wall Paint makes old rooms look young
again! Covers beautifully, dries quickly, with no painty order. Paint a
room in the afternoon, entertain in it that evening. Complements your
furnishinks, retains-its colorful beauty for years. Cleans up easily with
soap and water. Spruce-Up... the most beautiful paint a little money can
buy'
Save $2.50
Regular $8.99 per gal.
NOW $6"
MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
104 MAPLE STREET PHONE 753-3161
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PEANUTS
I.OANT TO TEST Mt
THEORY SIR...I STILL














IF 40L) JUST I-1AP
SOMEONE TO KISS 1YOU
6000E3YE WHEN YOU LEAVE
FOR SCHOOL EACH MORNING,












COMPLIANCE TO SUCH AN
INJUNCTION 15 CONSIDERABLY
DIMINISHED WHEN THE DECREE













WHILE YOU'RE AT IT,
TAKE A LITTLE OFF
AROUND THE BRAIN,
TOO
/140 PROBLE44 ',...aktf!.: .01 ,





PANCAKE BREAKFAST T1CKETS—Wayne Williams, with Murray Civitan Club, presents two pancake tickets to
Murray Ledger & Times advertising department employees Barbara Hendon (center) and Marilyn Sanderson.
Civifans, with the help of family members and friends, will operate Trenholms Restaurant for the Annual Murray
Civitan Club Pancake Day March 25 from 5 am. to 2 p.m.
Murray Civitans Plan Pancake Breakfast
Murray Civitan Club, with
the help of family members
and friends, will opetate,
Trenholms Restaurant on
Chestnut Street in Murray for
the Annual Civitan Club
Pancake Breakfast Saturday,
March 25 from 5 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Pancake Day chairman
Elbert Thomason said, "Our
Civitan cooks and waiters are
jarahout-the best. We hope
the public will come out and
join us in this project, enjoy
the pancakes and the
fellowship of the day, and we
in turn can reap the financial
success we need to finance
local service projects."
„F.All our earned money goes
right back into local projects






Emerson plans to be present
to cook and eat the first
pancake of the day. Tickets
for the breakfast are now on
advance sale for the event at
$1.50 per person. The ticket
entitles the holder to all the
panoakes they can eat, ac-






IMAN LOCAL RESTAURANT — Membcrs of Murray Optimist Club manned Burger Queen in Murray earlier this
week, with money earned during the day going to the local club to support club youth projects. Optimists manning
the counter at the restaurant are (from left) Ron McKendree, Bill Adams and Bill Miller.
'Youngest' WWII Vet Seeks
Benefits He Says Are Due Him
- WASHINGTON (API —
When an enemy shell burst
through the decks of the USS
South Dakota - during the
Battle of Guadalcanal, one of
its victims was a 13-year-old
boy sailor masquerading as an
adult.
The boy, Calvin Graham,
lost his front teeth'ivhen he
was sent tumbling through
-three stories of super-
strik-ture."
A few months later,
- Graham's real age was
Jiscovered and he -was
stripped of his veteran's
benefits and the medals he
had earned and sent home.
Today, 36 years later, two
senators and the House
majority leader have in-
troduced private bills aimed
at restoring those benefits so
Graham can get his teeth
repaired.
Graham, now 48 and living
in Fort Worth, Texas, says
Veteran's Adm&strition
officials -just laugh at rise"
when he tells them about his
dental problems and when his
injury took place.
Calvin recalls thlt when he
landed on the deck after the
shelling, his two front teeth
didn't. But •.1 didn't go
complaining because half the
ship was dead. It wil-S` a wrilte-
before they worked on ply
mouth."
Graham had only recently
turned 13. He was 12 when he
enlisted on Aug. 16, 1942, after
presenting parental connt
papers saying he was 17.
Eight months later, his true
age revealed, his enlistment
wes "canceled." With that
went not only veteran's
14enefits, but the Navy Unit
Conwrierniatinn, the Asiatic-
Pacific Campaign Medal with
two battle stars and the World
War II Victory Medal.
Graham has written
President Carter — "because
he's a Navy man" — asking
for help.
Calvin's plight Caused Sens.
John Tower,. R-Texas,. and
Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, to
introduce a private bill on his
behalf. Rep. Jim Wright. the
House majority leader from
Fort Worth, sponsored a
similai= bill.
But both bills are stalled in
committee and last week, the
Navy wrote the Senate Armed
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1 Legal Notice
.4 1ita. IF" 10 3Ia
1 Legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION OF UNION CITY, TENN. Plaintirf,
VERSUS TROY AHART, JR. and wife FRANCES
AHART: and C. I. T. FINANCIAL SERVICES,
INC. OF KENTUCKY NO. 2, Defendant.
ROTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the February 24
Term thereof 1978, in the above cause, for the suni
of Eight Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty Seven and
31/100 ($8,957.311, Plus interest until paid and its
cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 270
day of March, 1978, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or
thereabout: for cash, the following described
property,
TRACT NO. 1: BEGINNING at the -Graves and
Calloway County line in the center of the Far-
mington and Murray Road; thence Southeast with
the said road 21 rods, 14 feet and 6 inches, for a com-
mencing point; thence north 14 rods 3-it feet; then-
ce west 6 rods; thence South 11 rods and 14 feet,
thence southeast 6 rods and 14 feet with the center of
said road to the beginning.
There is expressly excluded from this property a
lot on the southwest corner of this described lot
where 0. H. Wilson's warehouse previously stood.
TRACT NO. 2: BEGINNING in the center of the
Old -Paris and, Farmington Road, (now known as
Kentucky Highway No. 893) at the southeast corner
of the lot formerly owned by_,T. Ylirown and deeded
to D. F. West; thence north 338 feet to the north line
si a lot deeded to 0. H. Wilson by J. H. Brown as
shown by deed recorded in deed book 24, page 397, in
the Calloway County Court Clerk's office; ( this
point now being the southeast corner of a lot owned
by J. B. Jordan and the southwest corner of Johnnie
Bell Abernathy's lot ) ; thence east 95 feet; thence
south 348 feet or to the center of the said road; then-
ce west about 102 feet to the beginning.
Being the same real estate conveyed to Troy
_Ahart, Jr. and wife, Frances Ahart, by James G.
Jordan and wife, Marty Jordan, by deed dated Mar-
ch 18, 1964, of record in Deed Book 123, page 33,
Calloway County Court Clerk's office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must pay
tash on the day of sale. Bidders will be prepared to




























Murray-Calloway County Parks Department
will be accepting applications for Pool Manager.
Deadline is March 28. Applications may be ob-
tained at Park's office, 10th and Payne Sts., 753-
7640.
- NOTICE
Housing Authority of Murray wishes to pur-
chase 1-2 ton cab and chassis pick-up truck, 305 8-
Cylinder Engine, 4 ply rear snow tires, Power
Brakes, Power Steering, Standard Straight Shift,
131 Wheel Base.
All Bids should be submitted not later than April
3, with bids to be open at 1:30 prnIn the office of the















We specialize in rebuilding Hydraulic cylinders,
jacks and pumps. Hydraulic hose made to order
while you wait. All work guaranteed. Located on
1346, Just off Highway 94 East. Open 8 a.m. -5
p.m. Monday thru Friday. 22 years experience in
----Ffydraulic fields.





Phone 753-0839 or 753-5287
Murray, Kentucky
Residential- Commercial
. Interior - Exterior
Spray -Brush-Roll
In Skop. Spraying of Yard furnifwe-Slyeters
Parking Lot Striping
NO Job Too Large or Too Small,










blessings? If not, call
753-0984 for Bible
chapters and verses of
God's blessing and how






i .. --\.41 ...... ... ......,....,...--.....
Advertisers ore
requested to check thief
first inserfi-o-rrof ads for
correctiir, This
newspoper..‘ will be







US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR
LOOKING FOR people
with integrity who like
to work with people.
30,000 first year, 40,000




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, j18 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking













cula4ton and . the
Business Office may








Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
1
Wouid you like to ride
ow Chwch Bus to Sun-
day School and ',yar-
ning worship services
at
Silken Sri  Baptist Clercli
Bus driver for March
is Gerald Cooper 753-
5677.
BELTONE HEARING
Aid Sales. Free Service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily,. Monday-Friday.
Bel-tone of Benton, 1200







Call 7534636, after 5 753-
3996
2 Notice













5. Lost And Found
LOST BLACK and white
female German
Shepherd. In vicinity of
Glendale. Call 753-7425
LOST PUPPY, female
white with black spots in
vicinity of College Farm
Rd. and N. 16th. Call 753-
4073.
LOST NEAR Donelsons
Grocer Y 1 young spotted






real future for ambitious








must be eXperienced in
bookkeeping, Must \kg,






nesday March 20, 21, -
and 22. Murray Supply
co. 208 E. Main. No
phone calls _please.
PARTS MAN for new and
used cars. Salary plus
commission. Fringe
benefits. Send resume to
P.O. Box 32 D.
SALESMAN for new and
used cars. Salary plus
commission, fringe
benefits. Send resume to
P.O. Box 32 D.














cooks. No phone calls.





wanted. Run all- 49
states. References
required. Also turkeys










and Tuesday, March 20
arid 21 from 8 a.m. to 5







necessary. 5 day week. •
Send resume with ex-






plies, send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
velope to: ROEL 5005
Old Midlothian Pike,
Suite 64, Richmond,
Virginia-23224- • • •
1951 RED BELLY Ford






1 8 0 MASSEY
FERGUSON diesel
farm tractor Multi-
power, roll bar with top,
power adjust wheels,
...only 1800 hours. Call 753-





maintained in dry. Call
753-3976 or 527-8193 after
5:30 p.m.
16' TANDEM stock
trailer, also 20' goose
neck flat bed, 3 axle 8
foot wide. Call 759-4088.
1975 175 MF DIESEL with
four 14" plows. Air
condition. No till. Four
row planter. With 6
coulters. Call 436-2372.
ALLIS CHAMLER roto-
baler. Two years old.
Call 435-4277.
FOR SALE 135 ferguson
tractor with im-
plements. Slightly used.






dryers. call 1-345-2437 or
1-2474558.
20 Sports Equipment





1 5 ' ASTROGLASS




Bilge pump aireater live
bait well. Wonder state
trailer. Ready •Aci go _




new. Phone 753-5693 or
753-5739.





8' POOL TABLE with all
accessories (balls, rack,
sticks, etc.) in excellent
condition. Call 753-8200.
14' DURACRAFT boat





boat. Trailer and motor.
































Avoid Girlie Now Roped •
Kelly's Termite
Pest Control
Noma wwwal and aper•Owl wet 10










has AM-FM radio and 8
track tape player with




outfit. Royce 23 channel
base station, power
mike, regular mike, 150
watt linear amp, coax,
and starduster antenna
on 40 ft. push up mast.






27 Mobile Home Sales
1972 12 X 65 very mod
trailer, 2 bedrooms, two
baths, fully furnished,
sun roof, extra high
ceiling in living room,
sunken bedroom and




14 X 70 WINDSOR mobile
home. Two bedroom, all
electric, air conditioned.
Call 354-62921-
21. Mobile Home Sales
1978 12 X 65 2 bedroom, all
,electric. Central air,
fully carpeted; un-
furnished. Like new See
at Riviera Cts. Call 753-
3280 before 5 p.m.
1975 TWO BEDROOM
trailer and nice lot.




1971 12 x 65 11/2 baths, 3
bedroom, unfurnished.
Call 753-9570.
29. Mobile Home Rentals




mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
12 X 50. Shady Oaks
Trailer Ct. Call 489-2533.
30 Business Rentals
50 X 96 METAL building
on Industrial road. For
rent office suite on South
5th street. Call after 6,
753-5595 or days 753-5000.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED, one or 2
bedroom, married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apart-








heat and air. Call 753-
36 For Rent Or Lease
FIVE OFFICES at 703








37. Livestock - Supplies
SIX REGISTERED black
Angus bulls. Age 10










old. Have had shots. Call
after 4 p.m. 1-928-2877.
AKC REGISTERED
female Dalamation 1






puppies. Solid white and






13th and Main, All
clothing, shoes, etc. t"2





Saturday. 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. No advance sales
E-5 Fox 'Meadows
,Trailer Park.
New 3 bedroom, 11/2 baths, wall to wall carpet,










with garage on neat
easy to maintain lot
in Dexter. Only
$25,500.00.
3 %draw Rustic -
year .old on 9 acres,











land in Clarks River
bottom.





stock barn, and good
mobile home com-






97 Acre Form with 3




Almo. Has approx. 49




in good young tim-
ber. $76,500.00.
11 Au*: with 1 year
old 12' x 64' mobile
home with central
'heat and air. Has
barn & tool shed.
Located 5 miles east
of Hardin nestr Ky.
Lake. Can be bought
with or without
mobile home.
Contact Us For in-




living quarters all for
$65,000.
New Construction-
Soon be ready to
move into. 3
bedrooms, 11/2 baths,
rustic home on large
lot. Approx. 3 miles
east of Benton just
off Hwy. 408. $36,500.
147 Scenic Acres With
modern 2 bedroom •
neat house, plus a log
cabin, barn. Located
on Boatwright Road
& joins TVA property
on Blood River. 35
acres pasture, ap-
proximately 100
acres under good fen-






door - better knock




with 29 per cent
down.
Take One Look Just
one little peep at this,







north end of Penny



































































days a week for infant.
Call 753-7868
9 Situations Wanted














14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
WANT TO BUY used
sliding glass door. Call
753-5595 or 753-5000.




and walnut veneer. Will
buy cut. or standing,








thousand feet. Call 901-
642-9379:"
15. Articles For Sale
$400 • WORTH of
American Air Lines























Patrolman Pro 77A, Hi-
Lo scanner, 8 channel
with all local crystals





. boat accessories, play
pen. Call 753-6345.
USED SET OF World
Books. Call 4354426.
LARGE RECORD and
tape display racks. See
at J and B Music, 753-
7575.
ANTIQUE dresser,
cabinet style steroe set.
Tappan oven, built-in
stove. Call 753-8124.
15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE SET o new
--electric tair clipper,
used only once. Want to
buy good used twin bed.
Call 753-1677.
TWO WOOD COOK














TABLE WITH 4 chairs
Excellent condition. $30.
Call 435-4262 after 6 p.m.
STUDIO COUCH, ideal
for den or camper. When












HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
16th St. Now In Stock.
Columbia Min,ervr
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all







tractor with all equip-
ment. Call 615-827-2458
after 6 p.m.
5' X 8' PING PONG table,
lik0 new Used 2 weeks.
25" color T. V. Both for
$100 25" Zenith console,
$150. Call 492-8648.
8 X 6 ALUMINUM
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43 Real Estate 43. Real Estate
NEED PROPERTY ;DUE TO SALES THIS
ZONED R-4 or B-29 YEAR. The Nelson
Need a lot for multiple
housing? Need property
for offices, restaurant,
drug store, retail sales,
or consumer services?
We have listed properly
zoned properities
located north, south,
east for these permitted
uses. Call us today
Loretta Jobs Relators,
753-1492.
DON't DISMAY IF YOU
ARE LOW ON CASH-
we'll arrange the terms
on this well maintained
two bedroom brick with






special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
7530492 or come by our
office for further
details. Be ready to
build this sPrisig. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
' Professional Services







wooded lot. Hwy. 94
W. in Lynn Grove.
ACT FAST!!! Only
$31,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
Shroat Co. Needs
listings for the buyers
we have waiting. If you
want to sell your












3 bedrooms 2 baths, den
with fireplace, central
heat and air, attached 2
car garage, and priced
in the 40's. This home is
approximately one year











Why not start planning
now for that home on the
lake. We have just listed
2 quality homes in
Panorama Shores, only
10 miles from Murray.
Both are year-round
homes on beautiful
wooded lots. Take ad-
vantages of pre-spring
prices and let us tell you








Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
WALLIS DRUG
•PFLESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
14 16. 31E NvIE 31E
43 Real Estate
48 ARE just listed












901 Sycamore Murray, Ky.
PROUDLY we rave about
this 3 bedroom brick





_ freezer, twO.full baths,
, restful patio area with
private brick wall.
State] bricked columns
bring you into the drive_






Tuesday, Marsh 21, 1978, 1:00 P.M.
Jewel's NI-Style Beauty Salon
NM fowl D•lo iv. I Nod S off IT Ts INN Lift) N. FINN. Ta..
Selling Because Of
III Health
dole MN to Mid both)
Whirlpool iAuto Washer-Santi Dri Sterlizer-
Kenmore 800 Elect Dryer-Hand blow dryer-Hoover
Dial-O-Matic Vac. Cleaner-Elect. fans - 1 Electric
Chair w/foot switch-comb holder sterilizers - clip-
pers- combs - scissors -3 reg. hyd. chairs -3 wash
basins w/rnirror Amity - oak desk & stool - cash
register -5 air cond. Dryers - 4 reg. Dryers - 3 case
office Coke box---lounger & chair - clock - coat rack -
3 case drink bottles - waste cans - smoke stands -
stools - magazine racks - shampoos - supplies - cof-
fee pots - misc. Many items to numrerous to men-
tion.
Ainley Auction & Realty Co.
205 W. State Line, Se. Fulton, Tn.
901-479-2988
Col. Reitert Mrs. Jewel Myatt, Owner
Atictioneer & Realtor Felten, Ky. 472-1992




South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511651
'LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout,
home has living room,




come by our con-
veniently located office
in the White House
Building, 711 Main for
all your real estate
needs.
- 1978 United Feature Syndicate Int
Purdom & Thurman






near the university bi-
level brick home with




in lower level. Central







Attractive 4 bednioal, 1/2
bath brick rower located..
Perklane Priced et $33,000 NI-
ChNINT reap, refrigerviter,
dishwesiner, well lendsosped
with 8 522 patio.
Hwy 641 North. Attractive
Stone sad trick 3 bedroom
Wawa. 1% acre wooded lot.
Central heat and sir.
Fireplace. I ear garage. Large
perch sad patio. $45,000.
753-3263 Anytime
STORE BUILDING in
New Concord. Could be























Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
"ICE IN THE PRWEWN-I WHERE pa?
`.(01) GET (Ol.)R ? "
111:1=111




Priifessi ona I St
With The Friend!, Toui h
TWO FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE ...
40' x 63' Shop, 4 large
offices, panelled,
carpeted, l'02 baths.
Central Gas heat &
Central air. Shop
area is equiped with
electric overhead
door. 2 acres of land
plus a 2 bedroom 1973




45. Farms For Sale
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
78 Acre farm' 60 acres
tillable. Located 9
miles north of Murray.
Excellent building
location with an ex-
cellent stock barn.
Priced to sell at 8700




farm, 7 room house with
3 bedrooms, utility room
and enclosed back
porch. 1 mile west of
Dexter. Two stock




between 2:30 p.m. - 10
p.m.











for family living with
energy efficient heat
pump. Four bedrooms,
21/2 baths, large den with
fireplace. Formal dining
room and eat,in kitchen.
New and nice. Call 753-
3903.
46. Homes For Sale




fireplace in living room,
central heat and air, city
gas. 1800 sq. ft. ,Double




1975 400 HONDA. Good
shape. Low mileage.
Price $550. Call 753-2585.
1972 175 YAMAHA trail





Have your motorcycle ready
for Spring, with our new parts
and accessories!! Complete
line of tune-up parts, hibrican-
ts, engine parts, chains &
sprockets, cables, tires & bat-
teries, chnxna and more Lots
of other parts and accessories
on the way. Also coming
soon.. .our new Motorcycle




307 N. 4th St.
Call 759.1919
1973 YAMAHA 100 Cross
Country, fiberglass
fenders and tank. Nobby
tires. $175. Call 436-2253.




teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99:
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guaran-






49 Used Cars A Trucks
1974 PINTO Runabout.
Excellent shape. 48,000
miles. Call 753-7765 or




steering. 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-
2204.






N"."wed.8.1 •FlospitalCLOSED ON THURSDAYS
Fri. & Sat. 8-2:30 Calls
*Hair Cuts •Shaves
209 Walnut Street.
Call this- number after 5:00 to assure











Olds • Natter Ceddlec
-samit.d covio., ,, Ow
11406 Rest Mew 713-5.315
Rich As Country Cream
Tremendous four bedroom tri-level home
overlookingjour acres in Southwest area of
county, just listed offering elegance and warmth
and the best of everything; gigantic family room
with fireplace and-a. full wall of built-in book-
case; gracious living room, formal dining, kit-
chen with infortrial dining; 21i baths; double car-
port plus detached garage. Beautifully done
throughout with glass doors to patio area and
fenced back yard. Once you step inside, you'll
never want to leave.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 VOLKSWAGEN
Scirocco. Call after 5
753-0093.
1975 CHEVY 44 ton
'Scottsdale Suburban.
454 V-8 and more. Call
759-1184.
1474.. AMC Matador
stati wagon. Call 753-
8963.
1972 LUV PICKLP. with




,tr>pwr. Like new, low
mileage, one owner.
AM-FM radio. Call 489-
1971 FORD GALAXIE,




1971 FORD pickup, good
condition. Call 753-4441
after 6 p.m.
'1067 CADILLAC De Ville.
All power, good shape,
reasonable. Call 753-5795
after 5 p.m.
1976 GRAN LE MANS,
metallic blue, AM-FM 8
track, tilt steering,
cruise control with
bucket seats. $3500. 1973
Riviera extra sharp,
loaded, $2800. 1967 Ford
pickup good body. runs
but needs mechanical
work. $400 1969 Marlette
trailer, 2 bedroom, 1'2
baths, 12 X 8 extension.
Plenty of closet and
cabinet space. New
carpet, partially fur-
nished, central air and
heat. New washer and
dryer included: $4800





good condition. Call 753-
'1262.




trade for car. Inquire
101 Clark St.
1967 V. W. Squareback,
air condition. New tires.
Call 753-9371.
1974 F'ORD RANGER
250. Long whell base,




power, sharp. In ex-
cellent condition. Call




1971 PONTIAC Catalina. 4
door, new tires, new
muffler, new battery,
new tail pipe, recent
tuneup, excellent
condition. $695. Call 753-
8120.
1973 CHRYSLER. 4 door,
excellent.44-ndition
Automatic, air, almost
new steel belted tires.
New brakes. Extra





and brakes. Air. power,
'windows, new radials,
look like new. Call 753-
7715.
1972 PLYMOUTH, 4 door
sedan. Phone 753-5278.
1969 BUICK Electra 4
door, $595. Call-753-4445
after 4 except weekends.
1971 EL CAMINO truck,
81595. Call 753-4445 after
4 except weekends
1975 BUICK Electra, 4
door. $4150. ('all 753-4445
after 4 except weekends.
50. Campers
WESTERN KY. Travel
Trailer Sales ,and Ser-
vicelloute 68 and1-24.
('adiz, Ks-. Call 502-522-
8507
50 Campers




1978 irwypi lir off
Al well Compri-7', $50n off
This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-78.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
is the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this
"-./emedy easy to take.
Ttak financing available
White,: Camper Soles
N S.. II ON tram 114...N
1E1 131-0145
51. Services Offered
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field












by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.
WILL HAUL driveway
white rock, lime, sand,
decorative rock. Also
free estimates on
parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Hudson,. 753-
4545 or 753-6763.
WILL DO BABYSITTING





roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
ELECTRIC WIRING




FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 •
for free estimates for
your needs.
INCOME TAX SER-
VICE: "We search for
every legal deduction
and credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791,








WANT TO DO babysitting
in my home. Ex-
perienced. Prefer in-














ters installed per your
specifications. Call











struction Co., Route 2,
409 A. Paducah, Ky.




Prevent a chimney fire
in your home. Call 759-
4878.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-











WILL DO lawn and
garden work, odd jobs.
Have truck. $3.00 hour.
Call 492-8318.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall


















cat with white: t on
chest. Has been spa
gentle. Call 753-3994.
FREE PRETTY' long





f Female. Call 753-8421.
ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
awning your own, PLUS; no utilities, inaurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.
Call 7534744 days







Floored and reedy. Up to 12 s 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
mobile home arrons, and patios, or U.BUILD, pre cut completely ready





Let Us Work Together
During Our
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Mack Thomas Tarry of 1510
Sycamore Street, Murray,
died Wednesday at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tn. He was 72 years of age.
The Murray man retired in
1971 41111f ostmaster of Dexter,
a posiV ;as appointed to
on Oct. 14, 1941. He also.
operated a general store at
Dexter along with being the
postmaster.
Mr. Tarry was a member of
the First Baptist Church
where he served as a deacon
<
Mack Thomas Tarry
and a Sunday School teacher.
Born Feb. 10, 1906, in
Calloway County, he wasfthe
son Of the late Joe Eugene
Tarry, Sr., and Ruby Mizell
Tarry.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Louise Linn Tarry, to
whom he was marrted on May
25, 1930; two daughters, Mrs.
Robert ( Rebecca ) Barr,
MancelonarMich., and Mrs.
James Louise ( Margaret ) .
Orrville, Ohio, Miss Rebecca -.-
Tarry, Portland, Oregon, and
Mrs. Katie Gooch, Indianola,
Miss.; one brother, Eugene
Tarry, Murray; three gran-
dchildren, Frank, John, and
Diane Zieba.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the
ev. G. T. Moody officiating.
G Robertson, Jr., will be
solo*
Serving..., as an honorary
group will be,members of the
Fellowship Class of the First
,..13aptist Church.i nterment




NF ds may call at I*
funeral s e.
The fami requests that
expressions of s pathy take
the form of donati to the
Kentucky Lung Assoc ion,
Box 8405, Louisville, Ky. 4
Zieba, Cape Girardeau, Mo.;
five sisters, Miss Hazel Tarry
and Mrs. Laurine Andrus,
Murray, Mr -Mary Douglas,
Mrs. Hontus Banks'
Rites On Saturday
Final rites for Mrs. liontus
S. Banks will be held Saturday
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home With the Rev. Dr.-David
C. Roos and Bro. John Cale
officiating. Mrs. Oneida White
will be the organist.
Pallbearers will be Trellis
McCuistoa, Kel1y .Brooks,
McCniston, William Rex
Allbritten, Joe- Dick, Henry
Holton, and Bob Pickard.
Burial will follow in the New
Concord Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
today Friday).( 
Mts. Banks, age 89, died
Thursday at the Westview_
Nursing Home. She was a
atheFirst Chit an
Church.
The Murray woman is
survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Kermit Halstead; - two
sons, aricUlVielteh Dick ;
-three sisters, Mrs: Lula:-
Allbritten, Mrs. Mavis









Dies& Hospital  
The funeral for Mrs. Audie
Miller Crouch is being held
today—at 2:30 p: m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Virgil Blankenship 'officiating
and Jimmy and Linda Wilson
providing the music and song
service.
Serving as pallbearers are
Larry and Ralph Darnell, 
Jerry, Sherwin, and Ricky
Crouch, and Mike Overcast,
all grandsons. Burial will
follow in the West Fork
Cemetery.
Mrs. Crouch, age 80, died
Wednesday at 12:45 p. m. at
the Westview Nursing Home.
Her hasharid,_ Robert D.
(Dick) Crouch, died May 19,




Darnell and Mrs. William
Skeet Haneline; three sons,
Theron, Ralph, and Max





For Mrs. Ray Kern
Quinton Manning died this
morning at 3:20 at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. He
was 67 years of age and- a
resident of Paducah Rove
Three.
Mr. Manning was born April
1909,'. in Calloway County
and was the son of the late
Willis David Maiming and
Shirley L. Harrison Manning.





- one daughter, Mrs. Scott
(Shirley ) Beauchamp, Boaz
Route One-, one son, Ralph
Manning, Paducah Route
Three; one sister, Mrs. Gene
(Bessie) Paschall, Coldwater;
four grandchildren, Phillip
Scott BeauchAmp, Wanda Site
Manning, William,' Ralph
Manning, and Mary Beauton
Hoisington, all of Paducah;
two stepdaughters and four
stepsons, all of Michigan.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. 0. D.
McKendree of Paducah of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers will be Dudley
and J. D. Paschall, William
Manning, Phillip and Scot
Beauchamp, and John
Phillips. Burial will follow in
the Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Friend may call at the
funeral-home after seven p. ru.
tonight Y Friday).
Funeral services for Mrs. -
W. Ray (Mary Bolling) Kern,
formerly of Murray, will be
held Saturday at ten a. m. at
the St. Frances DeSales
holie Church-, Paducah,
with the Rev. Paul Powell
officia g. Burial will follow
in the 0 Grove Cemetery
there with arrangements
y the Fendle Barker and
is Funera Home,
Paduc where frie may
call.
Mrs. Kern, e 75, d
Tuesday at Calist Cal. She
is survived by her hus • . • d, W.
Kay Kern, one (laughter,
Mary Eugenia Millar, and one
great granddaughter, Mrs.
Heather Mary McGowan, all
of San Francisco, Cal.
—
Bible Drill Tq Be
Held Sunday At
Sinking Spring
The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor.
the Rev. Lawson Williamson,
speak at the eleven a.m..
worship service on Sunday;
March 19 with Ronnie Walker,
deacon of the week, assisting
in the morning worship.
"I'll Glory In The Cross"
will be the selection by the
Adult Choir with Tommy Scutt
as director, Mrs. Scott
pianist, and Mrs. Jim Neale as
organist.
During the evening gervice
at seven p.m. the Children's
Bible Drill, directed by
Mildred Harrison, will be
presented.
Sunday school will be at ten
a.m. and Church Training at
six p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Dwain
Bucy and Mrs. Kathryn
Starks.
The youth of the church will
meet at the church at six p.m.
Sunday and go to the Sharon
Baptist Church near Mayfield
to_ present. the Musical, "GO
Tell Your World."
Diagnostic Heart Clinic Will
Be Held At Mayfield March 31
A one-day consultative and
diagnostic heart clinic for
medically-- indigent children
will be. held in the Graves
County Health Department,
Mayfield, on Friday, March






Dr. Robert Solinger and Dr.
Francisco Elbl, CesDirectors





University of Louisville School
of Medicine, will conduct the
clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Ken-
tucky Heart Association, Ihe
Bureau for Health Services
the,. County Health
Departments, the clinic
provides a diagnostic service
for -the patient, ,along with
recommendations for
treatment and Management of
the case. It also provides an
opportunity for the referring
physician to consult with the
elinieian regarding his
patient.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic -are being underwritten
by the Kentucky Heart
AssOciationt and the -Bureau
for Health Seryices. Clinic
cersonnel as well as space and
equipment will be provided
by the Graves County Health
Department as well as, the
Bureau for Health Services
and the Kentucky Heart
Association.
Only those indigent children
who have a written referral
from a physician will be ad-
mitted to the clinic.
LTHE nEwsBRIE-F.:
WASHINGT0N (AP) — The
Soviet Unioni broke in-
ternational law by revoking
the citizenshig of two famous
Soviet dissidents now in the:
United States, the State
-Depa ft-merit— says. 'tker the
past seven days, the Soviet





spokesman Hodding Carter on
Thursday said the Soviet
action violated both the United
Nations Universal
Declaration and the 1975
Helsinki Agrenin
guaranteeing everyone "the
right to leave any country,
including his own, and return
to that country."
WASHINGTON ( API - The
Democratic National
Committee will delay -until
June- 9 ronsideratitur of -rule
changes that would make it




postponed from April 21
consideration- by the com-
mittee of the rules which
would shortened the primary
season, partially revived the
winner-take-all formula and
forced presidential contenders
to enter primaries at least 55
days before the election.
Banking Committee ate
complaining that the $4
million survey was a waste of




by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp., because the
three_ federal agencies that
regulate banks had no
statisitcs on such abuse.
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
number of state leaders are
urging Congress to nationalize
railroad tracks and roadbeds
to prevent further derailments
urthe kina that have taken 15
lives in recent weeks.
Tennessee Gov. Ray
Blanton and Massachusetts
Lt. Gov. Thomas P. O'Neill III.
both admitted on Thursday
that nationalization would cost
billions of taxpayers dollars,





The Rev. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr., minister of the ,
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church, ,will speak
on the subject, "What Must
We Do Because Of It," at the
10:45 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, March 19. His
scripture will be from Mat-
WASHINGTON (AP) — A thew 21:1-11.
Special music will be by themeasure that would limit
campaign spending and in- Children and 'Youth Choirs of
troduce public financing !Or the church with Tom Allen as
4Cgeneral congressional elec- director, Joan ooper as
tions is expected to have a organist, and Joyce Gordon as
difficult chance of passage pianist.
when it comes to a vote next During' the- Sunday School-
week. hour at 9:45 a.m. a meeting
House Speaker Thomas P. will be held of all person
, O'Neill told reporters Thur. Planning to join the church on
sday that a compromise Easter Sunday, March 26.
between Democratic and The evening worship will be
Republican leaders came at six p.m. on Sunday.
unglued soon after it was
reached this week. Opponents
of the bill objected to a
150,000 ceiling that would be
sed if pu41ic matching
fun ere maee available to






prevalent abuse and req
no corrective legislati
Federal bank regulators say.








Ft. George G. Meade, Md.
Private Nancy S. Brown,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George A. Robinson, Route 2,
Hazel, recently was assigned
as an administrative
specialist with the 519th
-Military Police Battalion at .
Ft. George G. Meade, Md.
She entered- the Army in
November 1977.
The private is a 1969
graduate of Calloway County
1-tign school, Murray.
Her hustend, Albert M.
Brown, lives in Clarksville
Tenn.
DOUGLAS MEET
1 The Douglas Civic Im-
provement club will meet
Monday, March10, /it seven p.
m, at the Douglas Community
Center on North Second
Street, Murray. All interested
persons are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.
Hog Market
Federal, State Market News Service
March 17, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area , Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 336 Est. 675 Barrows &
Gilts fully 1.00 lower Sows steady - 1 00
lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
US 34 200-280 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350113a.
US 14 300-500 lbs.
US 14 450-500 lbs.
US 141004301i31.













A pre-Easter revival will be
held March 72 through March
25 at seven p.m. each evening
at the Oak Grove Cumberland
P • esbytcrtan Church. The 
Rev.. James Fulton and the
Rev. Charles Westfall will be '
the speakers.
On Easter_Sunday morning,
a sunrise service will be held
with the Rev. Horace Duke of
the Locust -Grove Church of
the Nazarene as, the speaker.
The pastor, the Rev. A. J.
Terry, will speak at eleven
3.m. on Easter Sunday, March
26, and the Rev. Jim Glass of
the Mt. Carmel, Mt. Hebron,
and Coldwater United
Methodist Churches, will
speak at sit p.m. on Easter
Sunday.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon, today furnished---to the Ledger &




Air Products 27 +%
American-Motors - 41% unc
Ashland 01) 
A. T. & T. -
Ford Motor Co 44% 4-%
Gen. Dynamics 42 +4
General Motors 60% +4t
General Tire 25% +%
„Goodrich 19%
Gulf Oil 25% +1%
IBM 242%-4'g
Pennwalt 33% unc
Quaker Oats 22% +Vs
Tappan 9vs +16
Western Union -----------------16 we
Zenith Radio .... 13411 +1,4
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger-&
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows: •
Heublein Inc 26 +%
Mc Donalds Corp 46% unc
Ponderosa Systems 16% unc
Kimberly Clark 41% +10,
Union Carbide 40% +4
W R. Grace 25% +%
Texaco 26% +
General Elec 47 + 4
Hardees 16% -%
Georgia Pacific... 25% +%
Pepsico 25Ta unc








District I of the Business
and Professional WoMen's
Clubs will hold its meeting on
Sunday, March 19, at two p.m.
at the Cormaunity Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank with the Murray club as
hostess.
Contestants from clubs at
Mayfield, Fulton, Paducah,
Princeton, Reidland, Marshall
County, Lone Oak, and
Murray will be speaking in the
"Young Career" contest.
Representing the Murray
Club will be Vicki R. Kloke
who will speak on the subject,
"Woman And The Changing
Times." She gave her speech
at the meeting of Murray club
'held Thursday, March 16, at -
6:30 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Miss Kloke also entertained
the Murray club with vocal
selections by accompanying
herselfrott7the piano. Connie
White, 'Sean Elkins, Ruth
Calhoun, and Nadine Turner
were in charge of the Thur-
sday night meeting.
Euple Ward, Murray club
president, presided at the
Thursday meeting. Plans for
the district meeting were
completed, and plans for the
state convention in Louisville
on May 19, 20, and -21 were
discussed. Agnes McDaniel,
chairman, Betty Riley, .and




*Cone ed about the weather? Well, don't*le•
:be. beca e JuDon's has the accessories to*
*complete a • Easter outfit. • If
* K.
* vStIaw ,Macrame **
: voCanvas (Pas Colors) Handbags*
*
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'Pyles For Ages 2 to 102
Senate Votes To End
State Auto Inspection
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Kentuckians will no longer
have to worry about having
.their automobiles inspected
each year if action by the state
Senate is upheld by the Hot*.
The Senate Thursday voted
to abolish Kentucky's 12-year-
old 'mandatory automobile
inspection --program, going
even further than the lower
chamber, which had voted to
make the program voluntary
instead of mandatory.
The inspection program
"never has been proven ef-
fective; it was a hoax in the
first place," said Sen. Pat
McCuiston,p-Pembroke.
The amendment was at-
tached to a bill that would
require a Kentucky—motorist
to have a sticker on the rear
window of his automobile
showing that he has all of the
required liability insurance.
Tfank Miller, II-
Bowling Green,- chairman of,
the Senate Banking and
Insurance Committee, said
elimination of the inspection
requirement would save
consumers44.5 million a year.
The Senate also approved an
amendFnenf to exemptTem:-
_ployers who  operate car pools 
for their employees from
workmen's compensation for
injuries suffered by those_
employees--going to or -from
work. The amendment
requires concurrence by the
House.
The Senate voted to put to a
referendum a constitutional
amendment that would give
state legislators more time to
become familiar with the
ISSUes iTur mSCMIWIT
begins.
The bill would provide for
the election of the represen-
tatives in even numbered
years following a legislative
session, giving them some 14
months in office before they
attend their first session.
The proposed amendment,
to be on the November 1979
general election ballot, would
also allow the General
Assembly to meet for a 10-day
organizational session rn odd-
numbered years prior to the
regular session. It nOw goes to
House for concurrence.
1Whe Senate approved a bill
to give the state Department
for Human Resources greater
control over local mental
health mental retardation
programs. It defeated an
,effort to weaken the bill.
The measure, which now
goes to Gov. Julian Carroll for
his signature, would require
the local programs to submit
budgets and operating plans to
the state department.
The bill is a response, in
part, to the financial problems
of ille_River, Region _Mental
Health Mental Retardation
program in Louisville. River





model program of local
mental health programs could
being endangeted, but said the
bill .contains $11 million in
appropriations for those
programs and had to be
passed.
The Senate passed a bill
setting up a cancer research
program in Kentucky, but ,
amended the House bill to
prohibit the transfer of any
funds for the/ program from.
the Tobaccallesearch Trust
Fund.
The bill appropriates $1
million in each fiscal year to
the new Cancer Research
Trust Fund for cancer
research and educational
efforts.
A bill backed by the Senate's
presidening officer, U. Gov.
'Thelma Stovall, also passed
the upper chamber. The bill
svt;u1d reaffirm in.-the statulas,
a community's power to grant
property tax exemptions to
industries.
• LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.9:
town 0.1.
Below dam 324.0, up 3.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.1.
Below dam 330.9, up 2.6




We have something to offer you that could mean several
dollars a month in savings on yoUr utility bills. It's called a home
energy survey.
We send an energy advisor to your home at your request. He
does a thorough inspection and tells you things you can do to
save energy — things like adding insulation, caulking, and
weatherstripping.
There's absolutely no charge. And you may be eligible for an
, interest-free insulation loan. Call or stop by our office to request
the survey.
Zit ZOnel
Bag& Beads *
* c.IN-rtsk 753-7598
1*************************
ectii y
MP: 
4
Murray Electric System
401 Olive 753-5312
